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PEOPLE'S A-RT AT BARD 
The following ~as submitted to the herent in the a-rt world. This ·is art that is ; elusive world is suffering from less than Fo.r me, my answer is that art should go 
Art Department.~s Part two of my not available to the great majority of the ~erfect freedom has begun to shake to the people. We are going into 8 revo-
Senior Project Statement people because they .can't afford it and hous~holds. The inequities of our society lutionary ph~se of histqry and our art 
they don't comprehend it. lt is quite are. becoming harder and harder to ignore. should reflect it. lt must be art for and 
On Thursday, DecenJber 4th, a large turn-
out in Sottery greeted four women from 
New York City who raised the question , 
'Is there a female aesthetic in art?' The 
women, all involved in the field of art, 
were Marcia Tucker, a curator at the Whi 
ney Museum, Dorathea Rockburne, a scul 
tor, Lucy Lippard, a critic, and Faith A in-
gold, a black painter of 'P~ople's Art.' 
Also present was Linda Nochlin, an art 
Historian and author of an article which 
appe<;~red in Art News (Jan. 7.1_) ~ntitleP 
Whv Have There Been No Great Women 
Artists?' Throughout the symposium the 
women stressed the difficulties that a wo-
man faces at every turn when she chooses 
art as a career. The bankrupt gallery-mu-
seurrrsystem in New York City is rough 
on men and all but excludes women. H 
-ever, with the exception of Faith Ringold, 
all the women were intent on making it 
w1t1Jin the system. ~ · 
I went to the symposium with the hope 
thC!t it would answer many of the ques· 
tlons I have 'been asking myself this semes-
ter while finishing niy senior project in 
painting. Should my identity as a woman 
. came through in my paintings? Should 
eainJing be purely an intellectual process 
or should it also reflect one's emotions 
aJ1d ideas? Most of all, is it possible to ex-
press political views in painting and still 
cre_ate 'good art'? . . 
Unfortunately, the women passed over the 
most vital question of the evening, 'If the 
system is corrupt, why partiCipate in it?' 
lt was only later when I thought about 
this one question which didn't concern 
the~e women who had already made 
· their decisions, that I arrived at the ans-
wers to a number of my questions. 
The gallery-museum system is a socially 
repressive one, a political force of the 
class it represents. lt dictates what may 
be considered art and what may be con-
sidered trash. To quote Mao, 'There is in 
fact no such thing as art for art's sake, art 
that .stands above classes, art that is de-
tached from or independent of politics. 
The fact that only the wealthy can afford 
to own art and only the upper class intel-
. lectuals, the artists themselves and some 
Qf the.ir friends can understand it· is indica-
tive of the social stratafication that is- in~ 
The presence of a group cf women artists 
from New Yosk City at Bard this week-
en9 had a catalytic effect on the commu-
nity. 
In Sottery on Thursday night a sympo-
sium was held to deal with the question 
'ls there a female esthetic?' Following 
that, on Friday afternoon, women's and 
men's consciousness raising grO!JPS were 
held r~nging rn si.ze from six to fifteen 
persons. Each consciousness raising 
group decided on a topic to explore. Some 
choices were mothers, sexuality, and 
fears connected with breaking down sex· 
ual roles. 
Consciousness raising is not a new tech-
nique. lt has been used in other coun-
tries (e.g. Cuba and China) during times 
of political change to heighten political 
awareness. Consciousness raising was, 
inCidentally, started by a woman. The 
purpose of consciousness raisi'ng in re-
spect to sexual liberation is to examine 
understandable that non- ive art is There is an undertone in the art world about the people. Feminist art should 
express feminist attitudes which are 
enjpying such popularity. lt exists for a 
class of pimple who don't worry about 
hunger, who actually enjoy justice and 
democracy; who have money: But, recent-
ly, an awareness that. 53% of even this ex-
which, in a way·, is very exciting~Every-· 
one is waiting for some dramatic change 
in the face of art~ but no one knowswhat 




the sexual roles we l)ave-been encultura-
ted into and' consequently break them 
down and rid ourselves of them. 
The energy level .at Bard that weekend 
was higher than usual. Friday night 
there was a mixed gathe-ring (women ~nd 
men} that included those of us who were 
involved with the conscious~ess raising 
groups and some who weren't. I ndivi-
dua1s reported what had happened in 
· their particular groups and the effect it 
• had had on them. A more general dis-
cussion followed dealing witt) problems 
at Bard. That part of the disc.ussion re-
vealed t:Jow many· people here feel the · 
need for others to stimulate them; that 
it is difficult to create without a catalyst; 
and how easy it is to blame our inertia 
on external rather than internal obstacles 
(i.e. Bard's location, middle class homo-
geniety, educational structure): Although 
these factors can be obstacles, they need-
not be. (This is probably the only time 
in our lives when we won't have to wor-
ry about supporting ourselves.) The im-
ly recognized by those who View it. 
From surveys of artists, 'it can be conclu-
that there is no ·inherent quality that 
rvades all women's work. Feminist art 
owever art that doesn't exploit women, 
ich reaches out to all the people, espe-
lly women, and speaks truths to them 
t women's oppression. Likewise, re-
lutionary art takes brutal situations and 
nditions and expresses them in a pic-
1 form that the people can relate to. 
lt becomes an educational process that 
ids in the progress of a People's revolu-
n. lt is inexpensive and available for 
11. To say that revolutionary art cannot 
bly be 'good art' is a fallacy. lt is 
ible for a painting to relay a message 
be aesthetically exciting. People's 
, if it truly belongs to the people, can 
an ever changing, ever advancing form 
art. The more the people are exposed 
art that they understand, the easier it 
11 be for them to learn about the ale-
and concepts of the artistic pro-
. As the people's taste grows more 
isticated, so may the art. 
where does this leave me? I am pre-
Y completing a senior project of 
non-objective paintings. lt has bothered 
that emotionally I have no ties with 
my work, a purely intellectual endeavor. 
I have, I admit, learned :nuch about spa-. 
cial, textural and color relationships that 
is invaluable to me. However, I don't 
know where I will start 9tt when I have 
left my project behind. In the future, my 
art has ~o· include my own sense of soeial 
I'm not sayin·g that it's wrong to paint 
non-objectively, or to paint paintings 
that lack social truism. I'm just saying 
that People's Art is an art form that 
should not be shunned, especially by the 
Bard Art Department faculty. There 
exist very strong predjudices against this 
of art in the department, undoubted-
ly at the expense of students who may be 
so inclined. The art museum trustee has 
a right to his own art, but so does the 
great majority, the oppressed peoples in 
our society. It is for them that I would· 
like to paint. J 1. G If d u 1e e an 
portant thing is to stop blaming our situa· 
tion for ourselves and MOVE. Already, 
more members of the community seem 
to be interested in Women's and Men's 
Liberation. 
A new Men's Liberation group is begin-
ning. There are posters all over campus 
setting the date of Tuesday, December 
7th at 8:00 in Albee Social for the first 
- meeting. 
Women's Liberation meetings will con-
tinue to meet at 6:15 on Tuesday nights 
in South Hall Social. 
If women and men are interested in join-
ing either group, it would be helpful to 
come to meetings regularly so as not to 
break down the continuity of the con-
sciousness raising process. 
Laurie Lewis 
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'THE CHINESE WILL NOT TOLERATE' 
THE ATTEMPT OF THE BENGAL DESH 
LIBERATION FRONT, THE ATTEMPT 
OF THE OPPRESSED BENGAL! PEOPLE, 
TO SAVE THEIR CULTURE AND THEIR 
LIVES. WHO IS THE \MPER,AUST 
NOW? When Mujib, the aspiring liberator 
of Bengal, won at the poles in Pakistan's 
first free elections after twelve years of 
military rule, President Kahn indefinitely 
postponed the opening of the new Parlia-
ment. Then he imprisoned Mujib and sent 
his troops to the East to begin the massacre 
that still goes on today. As one Benga\i 
journalist put it, 'Civilized men cannot des-
cribe the horror that has been done.' Here 
is just one example, from the Newsweek 
of August 2: 
lt seemed a routine enough request. As-
November 16, 1971 sembling the young men of the village of 
1 am shocked and dismayed at the imper- Haluaghat in East Pakistan (Bengal), a West 
sonal institutional scare tactics you are Pakistani Army major informed them that atte~pting to direct to me. If you in- his wounded soldiers urgently needed 
spected my file carefully you would have blood. Would they be donors? The young 
noted a message concer~ing ~V present men lay down on makeshift cots, needles 
financial status and my tnabthty to pay were inserted in their veins·· and then s\ow· 
you at present. You may also·h.ave seen ly the blood was drained out of their bodies 
my intention to pay you on an .mstallment until they died. 
basis once I have a job. If you had spoken 
with Miss Susan l;3arri~h you would have And a 'routine enough' incident in Bengal 
found that I have been ctway from my pre- today. The record of torture, starvation, 
sent address for two years and that none rape, and murder is nearly beyond belief. 
of my mail had been forwarded to me. 
The time has come for people to recognize 
Since my short term at Bard many new ad- the horro(of ideology. lt's easy to sit · 
ministrative positions have been added to here on the Hudson, immersed in creature , 
the college while the faculty's grO\nth has comforts, and print up little pictures of 
not matched that of the student body. Mao. But it isn't easy to resist the temp-
The function of the institution seems to tation of political over-simplification. lt 
have less to do with learning than the c_ol· isn't easy to refrain from political rhino· 
lection of debts from peop~e who are fl- cerisrn and to try to make realistic assess-
nancially far below the nat1onal standan~ ments of world events. lt isn't easy to 
ofliving. An institution that has the capa make sense of a sick world. How much 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ biliWotbui~ing~M~~ou~nddo~an ~mpl•tothrowou~e~~Mthefu~~a 
Most of you will probably remember the carefully, does !:!2t in fact accord with the worth of tennis courts and an overpnced, fearless 'leader,' to castrate our integrity 
sole issue of "Crazy Eights" that appeared political positions of the staff members. already obsolete dining commons when and live out our days as moral eunuchs. 
a whlle.ago. In the interests of clearing up The simple truth of the matter is that we its money could have been better spen_t . Butt believe we have an obligation as 
·a confused'situation, we thought it best have never been in 8 position to choose -on educative materials {or at least realistiC human beings, who are fortunate enough 
t t k th. · · 't t t th or reJ·ect specific Bard articles, because of Id t $250 o a e 1s opportun1 Y o presen e . structures) certainly cou not pu to live under conditions in which we still 
Red Tide's position "in relation to "Crazy the great lack of original material contri- to better use than I (if indeed I had it). have the opportunity, to take responsible 
Eights," and t· clarify our editorial policy buted. An inordinate amount of energy The most stringent punishment you could action. If we don't take that action, we 
in general, has been spent trying to pressure indivi- impose on me would be imprisonment, fose the opportunity. And with the for-
duals on campus to contribute original which would certainly defeat your pur· feit we forfeit our nobility as men and our 
Firstly, the printing costs and lay·out 
materials were provided' for free by the 
Red Tide. We did this because a group of 
students approached us with the complaint 
articles on ~!'-Y. subject. With rare excep- pose. If you wish to hurl the ent,re weigh ho~e. 
tions, our pleas have been ~et with con- of the law at me and confine me to a . 
spicuous apathy· debtor's prison by all means fire ah~ad. ·We must stand as free agents if we are to 
··But realize what slanderous accusations stand at all. And even then we often can 
that the Red Tide was not meeting their If LNS material seems to be printed too 
needs: the Red Tide was, in their view, often, it's o~ly because a Bard student 
much "too "political;" ~N~ material ~e~med hasn't bothered to get down and write his/ 
in their eyes to have pnonty over ongmal her own account of the story. If we have 
material written by Bard students; and any editorial policy at all, it is to maintain 
.... the Red Tide was accused of not printing a semblance of coverage of important 
articles that rim counter to our "leftist" events in the_ "outside world." The general 
tendencies. Rather than denying these character of the newspaper, however, is 
students the opportunity to put their shaped only by those who contribut~ t~ 
co'mplaints to good use,.we offered them it. If the paper seems unrepresentat•ve·of 
our complete cooperation. Only one yqur views, then lets hear from you. 
request did we make: that we have an 
opportunity to present a statement in the l.n conclusion, the only way any organi· 
"Crazy Eights" explaining our position. zation, and particularly a newspaper de-
That never happened, through no fault dicated to meeting the r,Jeeds of the com-
. of our own. m unity, is going to respond to different 
needs is "if specific criticisms are made 
you have made to me and t~at I sha!l not do little .. There aren:t many who work to . 
hesitate to tesort to the en.t1rely ludtcrous stem the blood-red t1de that has been 
tactics you have employed with me if you sweeping over mankind since he can remem· 
continue to defame my character. I am ber But we can lend those few our sup· 
sending copies of this letter to the Chair- port. 1 challenge the Red Tide, if it is as 
man of the Board ol Trustees, President socially concerned as it claims, to take the 
Kline and the Red Tide. money that's intended for financing ano-
. ther issue of Mao pictures and dissertations 
Ann Christine Warden on the value of the Jefferson Airplane, and 
to instead use that money to savP some 
lives. Several relief organizations are at 
present working on the Bengaii problem. 
Here are two: 
AN OPEN LETTER 
RED TIDE OF BENGAL: THE BLOOD 
OF INNOCENTS 
CONCERNED FRIENDS OF BENGAL 
105 Gainsborough Street, Apt. 46 
Boston, Massachusetts 02115 
Secondly, we would have to insist that LNS public. So far, no one has bothered to 
material has never and will never take take the time to present suggestions for AMERICANS FOR CHILDREN'S RELIEF 
priority over original Bard writing. Articles improvement, to make per~o.n~l contri~u- . How appropriate that in your November 49 Greenwich Avenue 
by Bard student~ are alway~. accepted and, tions or to just generally cnt1c1ze. Unt1l 4th issue you've placed the picture of 'Our Connecticut 06830 
printed more quickly than ~anned news. YQ~ tale the time and .i~t~rest to make great leader' directly under the words 
Bard writing is only refused m cases of your comments· and cnt1c1sms known to 'Red Tide'. lt's about time that someone Although the West Pakistan government 
extremely poor writing. the staff, chances are against things ~ecognize t,he connection between ~ur has generally prevented the distribution of 
changing too drastically. we:d love t~ helmsman and the wake of Bengalr blood, aid in Bengal itself, the Bengali refugees 
Most of the material in the paper we have see you in the newspaper off1ce. That s the red tide, trailing his ship of state. to India alone requir('l a tremendous amount 
Printed, if one bgthers to inves~igate in the basement of McVickar. ALONG WITH THE U.S., THE CHINESE of aid if they are to survive. So, Red Tide, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'GOVERNMENTHASCOMMITTEDTHE please,takeaction. And,ofcou~~there 
CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY OF Fl- is nothing to prevent individuats from con-letters 
To the Editor: 
Here is an exact copy of a letter that was 
sent to me and my reply. 
Bard College 
Annandale-on-Hudson 
New York 12504 
November 10, 1971 
1 have recently joined Bard College in the 
newlv created nosttion. of .C_ol'ltr<;JIIer. One 
of. my primary responsrb1llt1es w1ll be the 
·collection of over-due student accounts. 
··.In reviewing y~~r file I note that your 
account I$ grossly O\ferdue and that ycu 
have cons1stently ignored correspondence 
concerning this obligation. 
The graveness of this situation can not be 
overemphasized. Unless a_ positi~e resp~mse 
is received from you witl"nn the 1mmed1ate 
future, direct legal steps will be taken to 
liquidate the outstar1ding balance. You 
should be aware that certain Courts have 
been established to aid in the collection 
of relatively small claims and that existing 
procedures allow cr~ditors to rec?yer ~e­
puty Sheriff's fees, mterest and 1Jt1gat10n 
costs all of which will be added to the 
amount you presently owe. 
NANCIALLY SUPPORTING (AND MILI-tributing. . 
TARILY SUPPORTING) THE CORRUPT 
Ml LITARY GOVERNMENT OF WEST With the; ills of BP.nrJfll in n1ind, it's fitting 
·PAKISTAN AS IT COMMITS GENOCIDE to quote Gandhi : ' ... so long t:~s there is 
ON THE PEOPLE OF BENGAL. The fol- even a handful of men true to their pledge, 
!owing is a quote from Pakistan's President there can only be one end to the struggle 
Yahya Kahn, printed in Newsweek, Noverr and that is victory.' Remain true. Let us 
ber 8th; lend our support to Bengal in hope for 
The Chinese will not tolerate an attack on 
Pakistan. We will get all the weapons and 
ammunition we need, (every assistance) 
short of physical intervention. We get 
some things for free and pay for others. 
But Chinese terms are so easy ·- 25 year 
credit, interest free. Last year when I was 
in Peking I negociated $200 million worth 
of economic aid for our five-year-plan, with 
no interest. 
that victory over human suffering for 
which the Mahatma gave his life. 
Sincerely, 
William Wilson Jr. 
an experiment in education 
Field Ornithology, Bio. 207 Fall Semester 
1971 
an experiment in education 
Last spring, some students that were do-
ing field work in the North Bay marsh 
with me suggested that we have a co-oper-
ative course this fall just to study birds. 
About six of us that were somewhat ex-
perienced with birds in the field, and en-
thusiastic about this possibility, got toge-
~er and talked about it and came up 
Wjth the b~girinings of a plan. As we dis-
cussed the.i~ea a lot more during the 
- spring and suinrJ:ler, and J re~;~d a lot of 
Ht\!rat\.lre 9rJ birds, and ai~Q some books 
.:qn humanistic education, I became very 
-excited: here wa$ an Qpportunity for me 
to try and put together my field studies 
with textbook learning and organize a 
course which would be truly learning-cen-
tered and interest-oriented, with everyone 
contributing _in_ their own way and finding 
,, ,their own level of working. Another half· 
.a- dozen students expressed an interest in 
participating, and I suggested to those 
with less experience that they spend some 
time over the summer reading a non-tech-
nical introductory book (such as Arthur 
Alien's 'Book of Bird Life'), and learning 
to use binoculars and a field guide for iden-
tifying birds . . By the time we got together 
again at a preliminary meeting before re· 
gistn:ition, we all had some knowledge of 
bird biology, and we all knew that we 
wanted·to'really get down and learn. more 
and try to have a good course on it. Cart 
Rogers'_ pook 'Freedom to Learn' was . 
especially inspiring to me, and it helped 
me look back at my own learning experi-
ences in and out of schools, and my ex· 
.periences teaching natural history to sum· 
mercamp children, elementary school 
teachers and Bard students, and figure 
out. what was good and what was bad in 
al I that, and what I wanted to try to do 
·now. My communications with the Sci· 
ence Division had not been as direct as 
they should have been, and they raised 
some objections to the plans for an orni-
thology course on registration day, so we 
had a long, kind of tense Divisional Meet-
ing that night, and finally worked out all 
the details to everyone's satisfaction so 
we all felt a lot better. I was offiCially 
made a Teaching Assistant in Natural His-
tory, to teach the coursE! under the spon-
sorship of David Young and Bob Tarr of 
the 8 iology Department. . 
The final course group consisteq of 13 
-people, plus David and Bob who came 
along on some of the field trips and semi-
nars. lt broke down like this: 10 regis-
tered students, 1 audit, 1 non-student 
-(a Bard graduate~ and mysel~: NS - 3, 
AMDD - 4, SS-:- 1, ll- 1, No Major-
. 1. 
Most of the students were also registered 
in either the Ecology course or Alterna-
tives in Education. All were sophomores 
and juniors; most had worked with me pre-
viously either in a one-semester natural 
history course or through the Inner Col· 
lege. The three biology majors expect to 
continue their studies in zoology and/or 
wildlife ecology. 
In addition to a great deal of time I spent 
with many of these people individually in 
the field, or just talking about birds and 
about the course, the things we did to-
gether as a group or partial group included 
the following: 
Meeting together once a week in the even-
ing for an hour or two to plan activities: 
discuss readings and observations, once to 
watch short films on animal behavior, 
once for a laboratory on feathers and 
plumage, once for a demonstration dissec-
tion of the digestive system and stomach 
contents of a grouse (we used specimens 
found dead on the Bard property).Several 
bird walks in the Bard area to work on 
identification skills. Field trips to Jamai-
ca Bay Wildlife Refuge on Long Island_ 
for water and marsh birds, and to Mohonk 
to see the hawk migration; also a visit to 
Heinz Meng, a well known expert on birds 
of prey. Much field work in the North 
Bay including developing a method to 
survey migrant waterfowl in the ma~sh. 
Group readings in Welty's 'Life of Btrds' 
(about half of this semi-technical college 
text), and individual readings in many 
books and articals on many aspects of 
bird biology. · 
I originally hoped the course would work 
like a sort of enlightened one-room school· 
house, with everyone sharing themselves 
and giving and taking what they could 
from the group interaction. Sometimes 
I was very disappointed at the lac_k of 
·real total group togetherness. lt was dif-
ficult for us to plan co-operatively, make 
collective decisions and have creative dis-
cussions. Sometimes I felt a lack of re-
sponse to the great energy and material 
things I felt I had offered to the course. 
l .have very ambivalent feelings about 
acting as a 'teacher' to a group of 'stu: 
dents', a role which I tended to fall into. 
We have had some very good, beneficial 
discussions of -these problems. I realized 
that my expectations of people were very 
high; that the time-committments of 
"school and the distr~ctions-of living in a 
college community made it hard for peo-
ple to do as much in the course as they 
may have wanted to; and that we were 
all conditioned so much in· the-traditional 
type of culture and education that it was 
a tremendous barrier to break through. 
Finally, now at the end of the semester 
my feelings about this experiment are 
·mostly very positive. Almost everyone in-
volved has told me they generally felt 
good about the course, have learned more 
about birds that will really stick with them 
and mean something in their lives than 
they would have in an ordinary course, 
and that my sensitivities as a human being 
have been enhanced. Also, since most of 
my own knowledge has been self-taught 
and interest-directed, I am glad that I 
have been able to pass some of this know-
ledge and appreciation on to others and 
· help them learn that they can teach them-
selves. with or without a formal back-
ground in biology. As one person said, 
Nature is·a very good classroom because 
everyone can open their eyes and ears. I · 
wrote this spontaneously, and there are a 
lot of things I haven't said. I would also 
be glad to discuss it more _with anyone 
who really cares. I also wanted to hear 
.from others in the course, so at our last 
meeting I passed out sheets of paper and 
asked those who wanted to contribute to 
write spontaneously some of their · 
thoughts and feelings about what we've 
done this fall, whatever they wanted to 
write as long as it was honest. Here they 
are exactly as they were given to me. I'd 
like you to put your own feelings on 
'hold' for a few minutes while you read 
these and try to wmpathise with ~hes~ 
voices. 
Erik Kiviat 
'The most important aspect·, for me, ot 
the Ornithology course was not so much 
in the information about birds that I as-
similated, but the fact of my experience 
participating in an experimental, or alter-
native kind of course. I probably will 
never be a science major, or ornithologist, 
or naturalist. What I wanted and expected 
from this ·course was not the kind of in-
fom1ation that would lead me toward such 
a specific goal. What I learned was a more 
personal kind of lesson, that can be applied 
to my whole life. lt was for me an experi-
ence of growth and learning about myself 
and about learning-and education, process-
es which cannot be separated from the 
wholeness of mvself. This course was an 
opportunity to learn how to learn for my-
self, what has relevance and meaning to 
myself. No program of definite informa-
tion was transferred, no external form or 
structure bound us to any mechanical 
transference of information. The only 
standards I was expected to tulfill were 
my own. There were no tests, grades, 
judgements, comparisons; only the freedorr 
to learn and explore according.~~ !_llY, ~wn 
interests and needs. Needless to say, such 
a program had many problems, difficul-
ties and failures as well ·as successes. But 
even the failures were learning experi· 
ences. There were problems in communi-
cations between membir.s of. the· group, 
problems in making the best of the oppor-
tunities offered, problems of correlating 
different interests, ·experiences and person· 
al ities. The change froin a boring, struc-
tured empty class in which the student is 
supposed to do no more than be a passive 
sponge to someone else's ideas, to a class 
in which all the opportunities potential al'\d 
. ate~~ within each student ~r~ opened for 
exploration is a di1ficutt.one. Even if the 
class as a group did not function as a har· 
monious whole, we all learned from the 
· experience much more than the volumes_ 
of nothing taught in most academic 
courses. This class had more real life and 
growth than any straight academic cours~ 
could hope to have. · 
'If I learned any one thing in this course 
it was in ca-tching a glimpse of a real, liv-
ing and meaningful alternstive to great 
buld of irrelevance and growth stifling 
methods of the majority of straight aca- : 
demic institutions.' 
Otis Tomas 
'I have been introduced to birds, learned 
to love them, been excited in observing 
them, understood readings about them 
and made them be for me something new-
ly discovered, almost as if it was the first 
time I've ever noticed them. This introduc· 
··tion began with certain people, and certain 
senses, extended to me, offering an oppor-
tunity to \earn in a way l have never 
known before. lt has meant a sudden and 
secure placing of time and energy into one 
interest, it has meant defining my desire 
to learn and comlng to terms with being 
• co~sistant about that desire. 
'As an experimental class we have had to 
deal with much more than the life of birds. 
In close contact we have tried to resolve 
questions about how learning comes a-
bout when more than just yourself is in-
~ volved, and about how important open 
reaction is to learning and to each other. 
lt is hard tobe.aware of t~;ese things ·au 
the time, that is one thing I have learned 
much about. 
'I feel that what I have learned here this 
semester with these friends and in the 
woods is one of the few things learned 
that I will carry away with me from 
Bard. To have been left virtually on my 
own and allowed the alternativ.e this 
course has given me has resulted in my 
own genuine discovery of a subject more 
exciting than any o.,ther and that's sayi~g 
a lot.' 
Laine Abbott 
'The course was beneficial for me in that 
it allowed me to get together a lot of the 
field observations I made over the summer. 
The various readings answered many of 
the questions I had about things I had 
seen in bird life and not really under-
stood. lt was also very beneficial for me 
to work with Erik and other people who 
are also involved and all have different 
ways of a'pproaching the subiect. 
senate news 
The Minutes ot the Senate meeting of 
November 17, 1971 
Luther Doug_la~ opened the meeting. 
Francois Cailliaerac told the Senate that 
he would like to see an ammendment 
·added to the by-laws of the University 
Without Walls Committee which states 
that no one unc)er 23 years of age be ad-
mitted to the University. He feels that 
under very exceptional conditions some-
one under 23 years of age should be ad-
mitted. 
lt was moved and seconded that the Stu-
dent Senate recommend that an ammend-
ment to the by-laws of the University 
Without Walls to the effect that, in the 
.future, persons under 23 be admitted to 
the school under exceptional conditions. 
lt was passed. 
David Detusch was told by Pam Goods9n, 
with the Senate's approval, that since he 
was still interested in the Shaklee Con-
cession she would send him the material 
needed to get in touch with Mrs. Arly, so 
he could get started: 
lt was also agreed to contact the other 
S-enators who were not present and get 
their opinion on the idea of a concession 
being taken away from its original holder. 
· Luther Douglas informed the Senators 
tnat he got in touch with Dr. loda, the 
local veternarian, about giving shots for 
distemper to the dogs on campus. The 
vefs.aid that_ h~ would be able to ad minis· 
· ter the shots any Sat. before or after 
·Thanksgiving. The price would be be-
. ·- . tWeeri $3.0_0 and $3,50. lt was suggested 
·~- ~·-~~'that the students be encouraged to take 
their dogs to the' vet on the first Sat. after 
Thanksgiving. The Senators decided_ that 
the Senafe would pay between $2.00 and 
$2.50 depending on which price the vet 
rented and any damage done to the ma· 
chine will be repaired by the company. 
lt wa~ suggested that there be a concession 
for the person in charge, and that person 
will be paid by Senate. The concession 
will be held next semester. Lis Semel 
proposed that the minutes of Senate , 
meetings be put in the paper weekly in 
column form so that the community will 
know what Senate is doing. The secre-
tary will be doing this job. 
The meeting was adjourned. 
The Minute-s of the Senate Meeting of 
December 1, i 971 
The Senators counted the ballots. The re-
sults were as follows: 
One term Senators: 
Richard Edson 
Michael Flaherty 
Two term Senators:. 
chooses. Bram Sorgman told the Sena- Ted Boylan 
tors that he had a catalog that listed the Sol Louis Siegel 
chemicals that a vet uses and their prices . lan Hqbbs 
~nd suggested that Senate buy the Larry Levine 
chemicals needed and have the vet come to. 
the campus and administer the shots. 
Luther Douglas will call the vet on Fri· 
day and ask him if it would be possible 
for Senate to buy the chemicals and for 
him to come to campus on one Sat. and 
· administer the shots to the dogs of the 
owners who are concerned enough to 
bring their ~og, or c~t, for the shot. . . 
The Senators f~el that the referendum 
that Bruce Holvenstot has written is too 
· general. Peter Herman suggested that 
the referendum be set up so that the stu-
dent is told that he has $37.50 to allo-
cate to either the clubs listed or to a 
generai catagory also listed. Jt was moved 
and seconded that there be a referendum 
where the student is told he has $37.50 
to allocate to any club he wants on the 
list or to a general catagory. It was 
pas5ed. 
The Pepsi compapy rlesires to place Pepsi 
machines in various dorms. They want 
one person to be in charge of the hand· 
ling of the sodas, as far as filling the 
machines back up, and handling the 
money made. The cases of soda cost 
!R? RO oer case. The machines aren't 
Bruce Holvenstot talked to the Senators 
about his opinion poll. He asked for sug-
gestions and opinions. The Senators feel 
that the opinion poll as he has drawn it up 
now is too general. Lis Semel suggested 
that Bruce go to Mr. Teiger or Mr. Levine 
or a sociology major who knows a lot 
about questionnaires for help. Bruce set 
the poll up generally because he wants 
people to show where their interests lie as 
far as activities are concerned. He doesn't 
want the students to vote for or against 
certain clubs, he wants them to vote for 
the area of activities that the clubs pro-
vicf.e .. He yvill go to see Mr. Teiger or Mr. 
Levine to help him draw up the last draft 
of the poll. 
The meeting was adjourned. 
The Minutes of the Senate Meeting of 
December 8, 1971 
The President opened the meeting. 
Mrs. Sugatt attended the meeting and 
President Kline also attended the meeting. 
There was not a quorum to11ight, so the 
Senators who were present were unable 
to vote on any"issues but the meeting was 
held to discuss the matters on the agenda. 
President Kline spoke to the Senators of 
the. fear of fire on campus and of the 
dorms are more prone to fire simply be-
cause there is a concentration of people. 
He asks that the students be more aware 
" 
of the danger of fire in a dorm. The ad· 
ministration would like to tighten up on 
playing with fire alarms, tampering with 
fire extinguishers, ripping off of batteries 
from fire alarm systems. They would 
like to institute a hard line of punishment 
for those who incapacitate fire alarm sys· 
terns and equipment. Investigation after 
the Schuyler House fire showed that• 
-there are some dorms with trunks block-
ing exits which should be used for escape 
in case of fire. Mrs. Sugatt suggested 
that Senate recommend that there be a 
fire drill at the beginning of each semes-
ter and that one person in each dorm be 
appointed the leader. This shoul.d be 
arranged so that each student will know 
what to do if there is a fire. 
Luther asked if there are storage spaces 
in all dorms. President Kline said that 
in dorms with single rooms there isn't 
storage space because it is assumed that 
there is room in the rooms for storage of 
trunks and such, but in dorms where 
you have double rooms there is storage 
space. President Kline fe·::ls that an ap-
;.,roach to lessening fire r.anger is good 
e::its and tbat the trunks ~hould not be . 
blocking doCil"<3. 
lu~her thtm aske-d President Kline what 
.~&n ba done abou~ :.tudents ripping off 
':lotteries. Pres;der.t Kline suggested 
that a good stror.gpo1icy and tire drills 
be set up. T1'~ere were no more questions 
about fi:-0. d0r,ger. 
Some c·.!.L>i.knts interested in having a 
. quiet don~ .. _:.ame to the Senate meeting. 
They had already gone to Mrs. Sugatt con-
cerning the matter and she Is trying to 
get them the modular dorm Wolff. The 
problem is that o"f the few oeoole who 
were assigned to Wolff one person does 
not want' to give his room up for a room 
in one of the other modular dorms. 
There are 12 rooms in the dorm and 
there are 12 people who h<we decided 
that they want-; dorm as a quiet dorm. 
As it is, there iS no place on the Bard 
campus set aside for the student who 
wants quiet and no animals. Mrs. Sugatt 
feels that these students have as much 
right as the student whose lifestyle is 
. quite the opposite. Peter Herman feels 
that these students should have their 
dorm but that the student who wishes 
not to move should not be stepped on 
in order to get the quiet dorm. Luther 
Douglas feels that it would be very un-
fair to deny these students their request. 
If the Black students can get a dorm be-
cause their lifestyles are similar, then 
these students should be able to get 
their dorm. 
Mrs. Sugatt feels that there should be 
some way for special groups to get a 
dorm if their lifestyle calls for it. As far 
as the requirements for the student who 
wants to be In this dorm, it should be on 
the basis of credits. He would also have 
to really want to abide by the rules of 
the dorm. Mrs. Sugatt asks Senate to 
support her in establishing a quiet dorm 
as long as she provides the displaced stu-
dent with equivalent housing in another 
modular dorm. This matter will be 
brought up a't_ the next me~~ing. 
Luther Douglas received a letter from 
Dean Selinger expressing his desire to 
have a yearbook. Thelan Levy also ex-
pressed the same sentiments to Luther 
not too long ago. Dean Selinger is going 
to contact other colleges comparable to 
Bard and find out if they have a year-
book and its costs if they do, and also 
their way of putting it together. 
Jay, as representitive of Men's liberation, 
asked Senate for $200 for a men's con-
sciousness raising. There are 20 to 25 
men coming up on Friday and more on 
Saturday who will be staying until Sun-
day. They include artists, and people 
who work in communications, such as 
public relat.ions. There is a great interest 
in Men's Liberation, over 50 students, 
not including women f~om Women's 
Liberation. and the Art Club will give 
whatever it can. 
The meeting was closed. 
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A new committee has been formed this 
semester to enable people who are con-
cerned with environmental problems at 
Bard to talk with people from the admini· 
stration, Buildings and Grounds and 'facul-
ty. A decisionwas made by this commit-
tee to prohibit snowmobiles on Bard Col-
lege lands. The Committee is willing to 
discuss any environmental problems that 
you see at Bard. Announcements of 
meetings will be on the Earth Board in 
Hegeman. Members of the Committee 
are Bob Bruce, Bill Griffith, Dick Gri 
and Barbara Rogolsky. 
On November 20 three women from 
Bard and myself attended the Women's 
March on Washingto_n. ·We massed at the 
Ellipse at 10:30. After two hours of 
waiting in the cold and being harrassed by 
button-~awkers and Militant sellers, the 
march bf,!gan. To me it looked like there 
were 5,000 to 7,000 women and men. 
I say women and men because for the first 
time at a women's demonstration there 
was not an overwhelming majority of 
women. I would say 60% were women. 
We marched to the Capit<?l. On lockers 
gaping at the enormous quantity of 
banners. One of our favorites was: 'Abort 
the A.M~f\/ 
The demands varied but the main. 
demands were: 
FREE AB9RTION ON DEMAND 
FREE BIRTH CONTROL 
NO FO~CED STERIUZATION 
Every year 15,000 women die from 
abor~ions .. Six times as many Black and 
Latin women die as White women. 
Demanding repeal is not enough. The 
av.~rage cost of an abortion in N. V. is 
· . $150, which, means poor-women can't 
afford abortions. Abortions should be 
FREE. 
In Amerika families on welfare are 
threatened with cutbacks if either the 
mother or father is not sterilized. This is 
a way our government is trying and is 
committing genocide on minority people. 
Other demands were: 
Free day car~ equal pay for equal work. 
An end to sexist ideas anti -slogans in the 
classroom and in the media, an end to 
class-collaboration within the Women's 
movement. There is to be no confidence 
in Libera·l Bourgeois Politicians, male o~ 
female.' · 
We sat on the lawn of the Capitol and 
were entertained by the New Haven 
Women's Rock Band. They were good. 
I was surprised because .most movement 
barj_~~J l:tiilY~ heard_-~male 9r female--ctre 
:.;hitty. Then the women spoke. What I 
noticed was a raised political conscience 
on the speakers. 
- _ ... · 
Dr. Barbar;:~ 8oberts, who administers 
abortions, spoke. She said, 'Repeal all 
·anti-abortion laws, all women are sisters 
not competitors.' She spoke ot Nixon as 
'That unspeakable man in the White House 
~GING LIFE 
who prattles about saving lives while he 
napalms our sisters in North Vietnam.' 
Marsha Coleman from the Black Task 
force of WONAC. She said, 'Babies do 
not cause poverty, we all know who 
causes poverty in this country .. .4,000 
black women die from illegal abortions 
each year. Black women will not take 
second place to any man. We won't be 
·. hrP.P.ders we will be leaders: 
Shirley Wheeler spoke for about three 
11inute~ she was very nervous. Her speech 
Nas the most moving. She is the first 
Noman in this country to be legally prose-
~uted for having an abortion : The 
state of Florida arrested Shirley and threw. 
·her in jail for 4 days. She was unable to 
raise bail. Her trail lasted 2 days. She 
was convicted with manslaughter and 
sentenced to 20 years imprisonment. 
Leana Clark lhalin spoke. She said 
she had an abortion 30 years ago in 
· Florida and would they press charges now? 
;Nixon thinks he can turn off women like 
a water faucet. He said he would like all 
women to be like his wife and daughters, 
I'd rather be dead!.. .. The men's political 
parties in this country are not structured 
for a woman's needs.' 
Linda Jennis from the Socialist 
Workers Party for President spoke. She 
said, 'In 1873 we got the right to vote. 
Women are still machines for prodl.Cing 
babies. If men avoid abortion repeal 
they will keep women in chains. When 
3 Democratic contenders for the Presiden· 
cy were asked about abortion repeal, Sen. 
Muskee answered, 'I don't know. I never 
had one.' Kennedy said, 'I believe the 
fetus has a right to live.' McGovern said, 
'There are no federal laws against abortion. 
Marge Sloan spoke. She is from the 
Chicago Gc:~y Women's Alliance. 'This is 
my national coming out party. The state 
tells me whom I m·ust fuck and whom I 
mustn't. The state tells me I get no 
validation from the relationship I have 
with the woman I live with .... YOU know 
RACISM and SEXISM ... you can't have 
one without the other.' 
The demonstration ended early. The 
news media said there we~e 1,000 or so 
people at the march. But it really doesn't 
matter. I know we marched in Washington 
San Francisco, France, Italy, Canada and · 
New Zealand. 
Joy Merrill 
in remembrance of the farm 
Georgy Porgy sits on a wall 
And counts -- one two three -- the pass-
ing revolution. 
'One two three.' 'There's nothing there 
for me. 
I am the revolution.' 
Georgy Porgy has a great fall 
But he climbs back up on the wall 
Over the backs of black burning babies 
Over the backs of wailing women 
Over the backs of his sister and mother. 
'One two three. There's nothing here for 
me. 
I am the revolution' 
Georgy Porgy gets shot off the wall 
And weeps to his God, LENINMARXRU-
BIN, 
·And tries to climb back up on the wall. 
But he finds that we moved it. 
The screwing of a pig. 
Slaughtered young and plump 
and scewered on a stick. ' 
; Charred black 
Carrion in a black sack -- pig shaped. 
A stick shoved through from mouth to ass 
Combining Freud's fantasies 
The anal and the oral. 
The tongue lolling out 
. Rolling red 
and the charred black carcass. 
The screwing of a pig. 
Mouth to flesh 
Ripped out pieces 
of the sides and flanks. 
White valleys gouged 
in the:black hulk 
in the~ mass that hl\ngs, STUCK, 




OUT OF CAPTIVITY 
. Huey New~on, eo-founder ~f-the _Black ; 
Panther Party, returned from a visit to 
the Pe-ople's Republic of China Oct. 12. 
He.w.rQte,..th~ follow.ing article on what he 
saw and did in China. 
Huey Newton 
everything: So the commodities are all 
. functional. 
As far as consumer goods are concerned, 
everyone gets access to the same things. 
As it is a developing country, n:'ost o! the 
people cannot afford a lot of different 
commodities. In the area of food, clo· 
thing, of shoes: most problems have been 
solved. There is enough for everyone, and 
it's inexpensive. Housing is taken care of 
quite well. lt is clean, and no one is sleep· 
· Too much of the time we on the left try ing on the streets. It does~'t mean much 
to pretend that developing countries are to compare it to the Amencan economy 
already developed, and don't need the because it is a much different system, but 
kind of technology thaes in America. one of the Central Committee members 
In fact, they are trying to develop this lives in a two bedroom apartment, an~ 
in China, but they're doing it in leaps and the rent is $30 a month· 
bounds, not at the exp~nse of_the people, , . :- . . . 
and not for a profit. Profit makes develop· Med1cm~s are ava1l~ble m .all collectives, 
ment available only at the expense of the where th? people. I ~v~. lt IS easy to get 
people. A class of bosses, a ruling circle, tetracyclme, pemc1lhn and other corn-_ 
grinds workers to labor in order tp fill ~only needed dr~gs. You pay som~~mg 
.. their own pockets. Having been through ~~k.e two cents, ap1ece for the tablets, 1t 
this, the Chinese people will make any IS m everyone s reach. 
sacrifice necessary to keep their country 
in revolution so this won't happen again. 
Revolution is a process, and they're defi-
nitely in process at a very rapid rate in 
- China. .. 
, The Chinese people are very interested in 
·what kind of technological developments 
are taking place in the U.S., because they, 
too, would like to develop most of them. 
They realize that thPir country is 'back· 
ward' as they put it, although we call it 
'deve(oping'. But people in China aren't 
afraid of technology. They know they 
will own it, and it will be used by them-
selve.s. They won't be assaulted by corn· 
mercials for consumption of things they 
· don't need, technological gimmicks. 
There's no advertising. The country is 
dedicated to. lifting the whole country, so 
they take into considerption ~hat all o.f 
. the people ·can buy. I say aall' of the peo· 
pie, because the distance betyveen th~ 
lowest and the highest wage IS very slight. 
They are workffig at·attailling· egiditarian-
.. ism, although they don't have it now. 
They explain that they will have it when 
they can p'rocluce an overabundance of 
We went to factories, locomotive plants, 
steel works. The workers are very u ni-
fied as a group, very politically conscious. 
I had read, from the people who had re-
ported from China, that it was truly a 
dictatorship of the proletariat and that 
all the bosses had been kicked out. lt 
was hard to imagine, and even though I 
had heard it from my friends, I thought 
they wer.e giving me a little propaganda 
my own experience. The factories were 
truly run by the collective, by the wor-
{<ers. As we would enter a factory, there 
would be a welcoming committee of 5 
or 6 hudred people. Everyone had a little 
red book, and they would stop the ma-
chines momentarily and raise the books in 
the air saying 'Welcome Black Panther 
Party. We support the American people 
and take a position against the imperial· 
ist's small ruling clique.' These were men 
and women sweating under pouring 
steel. An9 not only did they not consider 
themselves oppressed, but they considered 
themselves in complete control of the 
factory. 
We had lunch in the factory often. There 
was an abundance of food. lt is hal"d to 
turn it down; if you turn down food, 
they think you are sick. The food was 
very good. They had a selection of about 
ten courses_ You sort of taste each meat. 
We had duck, beef strips, pork, chicken ... 
they kept bringing out more food. They 
said that perhaps the meal wasn't as skill-
fully prepared as food we had eated. in o-
ther parts of China; but the quantity 
seemed to be a daily event, an average 
meai'a€cording to them. And, of course, 
lots and lots qf rice. Five differentcl.rinks; 
beer, maotai wine, plum wine. You could 
hardly drink out of your cup before 
someone came along and filled it. They 
took pride in the meal, largely due to the 
fact that they raise much of their food in 
the village nearby where they live. They 
thought that .after we left we mi~ht be 
hungry and :they gave us S)!V~et potatoes 
that they had baked and wrapped for us 
to take. They showed us the field where 
they were raised, and said that they had 
plenty of them. 
I wanted to test them, to see if they really 
wanted criticism, as they are always say-
ing, and not just praise. Visiting a large 
plant-- I call it large, 5,000 workers, al-
though they call it small·· I pointed out 
that they were letting much waste go into 
the air, and I explained how in America 
we had a national crisis of smog coming 
from factories, dumping waste into our 
streams, and that because they were de-
veloping industry, they would run into 
the same problem if they didn't take a 
lesson from the U.S. on what c-ould hap-
pen if it is not handled in a creative way. 
They were very pleased with this criti· 
cism, anc;l they said that they had thought 
of the problem and would start working 
on it. 
We talked directly to some workers there, 
the leaders of different factions of the 
Red Guards. One was of the May 21st, 
the other of the May 22nd Movement. 
They warred against each other during 
the Cultural Revolution, and admit it. 
One man was in prison fo~ six months, in 
a dungeon under the factory. Of course, 
his faction had arrested many of the other 
faction, too. When I talked to this man, 
he said tliat he was bitter for a long time 
while they had him in prison. Then, after 
he studied the thought of Chairman Mao 
Tsetung, and he talked to the Atmy Po-
litical Teams, he started to use self-criti· 
cism, and saw that he had qeen wrong 
sometimes. So had the ot,her side. He 
searched for people he had .wronged, and 
apologized to them and the other faction~ 
And they did the same. And he was no 
longer bitter because it wasn't a personal 
thing. This man is n'ow· oiie of th~ leaders, 
the cadre leaders, in the factory. He told 
me he was willing to go to prison, and to 
die for the revolution; to make sure that 
the people maintain their power. 
1 can not express how enthusiastic the 
workers are because they work for them-
selves. lt also shows in the different ways 
that they have advanced their plant to 
produce morf.l with less work involved. 
They took pride in their work, and they 
knew exactly what the end result of their 
work would be; how it was necessary for 
them to do it in order to maintain the 
country's freedom, their liberated terri-
tory. 
I had never been to China before, but con-
trary to most western reports I saw no 
signs of power struggle internally in China. 
I saw great mobilization, great revolution-
ary enthusiasm among the people, and 
vi~ilan<;.e ?nd.cQf1~ciousness tha! th.e'i 
m1ght be attacked at any moment. They 
point out that they are mobilized in a de-
fensive way, not an agressive way; that the 
tunnel warfare is preparation for the event 
that the country is ever'occupied. lt was 
not only from the U.S. that they are pre-
pared for attack, however. They are also 
prepared for attack by the Soviet Union 
and the Japanese mi I itarists, at the same 
time. As Premier Chou Enlai pointed out 
in Peking when we spoke, the Chinese 




Stone grey December mornings. Winter. 
Familiar end .of semester neurosis oozing 
from the melting snow. The Dining Com-
mons shuffle -- everyone coming unto-
gather again. 
Bard -- the same shit. 
All semester there's ~een this ~it in the 
air: CccasionallyJt app~ared in print 
with some other things in print called 'a 
newspaper serving the Bard community'. 
Sometimes it's at Senate meetings where 
strange, unknown, badly worded petitions 
are put to 'representative' votes. Some-
times it's in the infirmary where incom-
petant nurses hand· out ups and downs 
but cannot even give you antibiotics 
when the whole campus is virused. Often 
it's in the coffee shop where the socially 
inclined student can spend a greasy even~ 
ing in a 'communal' environment. And 
it's .always in the Dinin9 Commons. 
a newspaper coul"d have used to create a Tide is not radical enou t ta 
real discussion of issues, the Tide did no- revolution, but never where it really con-
thing but create confusion. Coming un- cerns us •. not in 'California or New York 
together -- the same shit. _City, but here, now, in the woods of An-
andale where there are real community 
The fact remains. that Bard College has a . problems and a desperate need for a-ay-
racial pr:oblerA, specifically, a whit~ prob- namic forum of thought and directed ac-
lem . lt's not a problem of oppression, or tion The Tide should concern itself with 
ra<:i~m. or e~clusi?n, but one of non-re- unst~gnating Bard and with helping to 
la~ton, n~n-m~lus1on and n_on-awar~ness. bting together a working community 
W1th the mev1table expansion of th1s out of this amalgam of 700 scattered 
school and the growth i~ enr_?llme.nt of freaks. 
minority students, the s1tuat1on wtll more 
easily get worse than better. At a place 
where people are avowedly socially hip 
and enlightened this is simple hipocracy. 
.But it is not even Bard College as an insti 
tution that has this hang-up. lt is that 
nebulous non-existant community of 
p~pple who on a very person-to-person 
level cannot make it out of their own 
heads to meet with each other. 
Before next semester's winter neurosis 
.sets in too hard it should be made the .ttx-
press purpose of the Tide and the Senate 
to establish the new Dining Commons 
as an open building to serve as a common 
social area and meeting place; to proceed 
with an open investigation of the AAA--
Slater food service aimed at reptacing it · 
or getting healthy, wholesome food; an 
expose of documented cases of negli-
gence by the infirmary and incomplete 
lt is this problem that Bard (head-to- service in general {specifically i~s failure 
head) ultimately has to deal with. This to give birth control and VD examina-
is not a together place. Bard is a small tions). To create and encourage open-
city, but it has not even the most basic headed dialogues on inter-group relations 
·concept of itself as a living entity or an at Bard; to create and help find frequent 
· ecological organism. The prev"'iling atti· informal music -- party jams on a small 
To my mind this fact has never been made tude often indic<::tes the opposite -- that level; to encourage and create dialogues 
more obvious than in the course of issues Bard is dead, a hell hole, a down, a neu- between students, faculty and admini-
put out by the Red Tide. Though 'Obser~ rotic madhouse, an emotional jungle, et.c. strati on on innovative academic alterna-
ver' is perhaps the beSt generic term for ·Sentiments of this depressant low energy tives. 
The classic question ensues : 'What is the 
Bard Community?' All of this shit re-
volves around the answer that the Bard 
Community is not. 
any newspaper that has yet appeared at 
Bard, the Tide is an improvement over 
last year's journalism. Yet it remains ob-
viously lacking in bringing to light any 
level. we~e exp.ressed at th_e joint Women's Bard ceased to be innovative almost twen- ~~· 
Mens L1berat1on sympos1um three weeks ty years ago. Now it's a grace to say it's 
. . · · liberal. To avoid drowning it is impera-
community dynamics. ag? where th~ .d1scuss1on cantered on con· tive to stop observing the tide, whatever 
sctous~ess ra1smg at Bard. The response its color, and make some waves of our 
from the women artists and professionals own. 
le~ding the meeting was basic but insight- Christopher Wynn 
For a good portion of this semester there 
was an attempt at an honest community 
dialogue. Initiated. by the Black and Latin 
stude(lts several articles appeared explain-
ing what most minority students feel to 
pea ve.ry real problem and presenting 
ful --'If you can~ get ~together here, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
·their feelings about it. Despite the fact 
that these articles were compassionate, 
clearly conceived and reserved (except 
for occasional needless verbiage from 
Hector Cortijo) the result was more a 
one-sided dialogue than an open exchange 
of positiOns. 
you won't be able to do it anywhere.' 
·Comparing Bard to other schools she had 
visited one woman said, 'This place has 
more energy than any small school I've 
seen. Just look around you aod find it.' 
After that very tight bringing together 
meeting there was renewed talk of getting 
it together with women's and men's 
groups on campus -- an idea that had 
been tal~ed about before; always with the 
Beyond this failure, the reaction to the .response from one side or the other that 
series demonstrated a lot about the col- they had to get it together on their own 
lective Bard head. Tl)e mosfcommon re· first. Left to iti.own initiative the Bard 
sp_onse was no "response at all exceot for non-community did its thing. There were 
private discussions with our (white) mc:;>re people at each separa~e meeting, but 
friends mixed with expressions .of incredu- ne1thergroup came ~ut of Its own separate 
fity and 'What-does this have to do with bag for any real commg together. 
me?' · · Consciousness raising cannot be done in 
Besides the .diatribes traded with Mr. Cor- · closetS -- one filled with women and the 
tijo, which merit discussio.n, the only real other with men. lt is something that must 
response to Manuel Auli's article got total- be brou~h~ ?ut to a lar~er group where . 
ly hung up with the small amount of ini- the po~lblllty for true .communal exp~n­
tial political rhetoric and comoletelv m is- ence e~t~ts. The same 1.5 true of ~onsclous­
understood Manuel's plea for us at Bard, ness ra1stng f~r acad~mtc al_ternatrves._ Af-
. casting him in the role of a racist and ter one short lll-equ1pped, Ill-staffed, Ill-
someone who is un~ware of other pe~ple. 
structured year the Inner College experi-
A& fr~aks, in addition to being activist or ment was dropped and the Educational 
at leaSt lib;ral, we are supposed to be in- Alternatives course was ~onducted this 
telligent. When a fellow student points semester with one express purpose, to 
. . . . suggest real changes for th 1s school, but 
out m a considerate, 1f passionate, manne1 f 't h f ·led t b · b dl ed 
some shortcomings in our community so ar 1 ~s. 81 0 nng any a Y ne · 
group nature we should not mistake this eel fresh a1r mto these not-so-hallowed 
f I . 1 d . . . halls or persona. msu tor ens1ve accusat1on. · 
In addition to these sad responses, the 
Tide was grossly negligent in its handling 
of the whole race issue. Specifically, a 
petition was brought before the Senate 
.concerning Student Senate budget and 
·· convocation fees. Reaction against the 
petition by Black and Latin students 
was intense. Two articles were published 
in the Tide expressing minority students' 
resentment, one of them as a lead story. 
With the latest alternative to appear ')n 
ccunpus tl;tis SQFT1ester, the issue of Crazy 
Eights -- 'o reflection of afternate think-
ing· at- Bard' -- we have gotten more 
journalistic shit. Fashion, low-grade sci-
ence fiction, bad poetry. Though the 
Tide can hardly be said to reflect what 
Bard is all about, Crazy Eights was even 
further from it. As the editorial hoped 
for us, its utter ragginess 'makes you re-
But ne,i*h r - th t·. . f 11 alize what is going on at Bard these days.' ~~·le 1n a 1ssue nor m tU;l.Y o ow 
ing it-did the Tide report on the Senate 
meeting where this all happened or ex-
plain anything about the petition. At 
the point when an incidentoccured that , 
The main criticism of the Red Tide --
our regular d•et -- iS that it is too leftist 
and too political. tt anything the Red 
from page 3 
'The group interaction was not entirely 
successfur mainly because everybody 
was involved in different degrees and had 
different purposes and levels of energy 
that they directed toward the course. 
This sometimes made communication 
difficult and situations arose where every-
one was learning only from Erik and a 
few others. 
'I wish I had more time to spend in the 
field but because of a big work load in 
other courses aJ:td the importance for me 
to read at this point I was not able to be 
outdoors a great deal. 
'The course leaves me with a greater love 
for birds because of a broader understand-
ing of their ways and their relationship to 
the environment. 
Leslie Kean 
'lt's hard for me to write about this 
course because to me it wasn't a course. 
lt was part of my life. lt was time I had 
to watch and stud~y' bird life -- time I had 
to discuss what I saw in the field with 
other people with similar interests. lt was 
freeaom to pursue an interest in a way 
that was suited to me. For me, this was 
very successful.' 
Stewart Fefer 
'The way in which we structured our Orni-
thology class resulted in a far greater re-
sponsibility for the students. Responsi-
bility for learning, for which there was 
no inherent guarantee from the structure, 
although we did have a meeting once a 
week c;~nd a responsibility for being pre-
sent at the class, of contributing to it, of 
making it a time when learning or commu-
nication could take place. Although Erik 
didn.'t want it, his presence could not 
help but be interpreted by people like 
myself so used to traditional roles and 
situations as 'the teacher'. So that it of-
ten happened that people, including my-
self, came to class expecting something 
to happ~n, expecting to be talked to and 
taught to. 
'There is a sense·of delicacy in the life of 
birds, someth-ing~hat draws fine lines in 
regard to survival. The idea of survival 
makes me think of desperation, of emo-
tions and agressions and fears taken to 
such a feverish pitch. But for birds it is 
simply a matter of being, living, sometimes 
even mechanically. No waste, no gluttony, 
n~ grudges. Everything is functlonal. 
When you learn that owls have serrated 
edges on tlieir fligftf feathers to subdue 
noise in the predatory flights, and that 
geese in V-formation utilize the air cur-
rents set up by individuals in the flock, 
suddenly your sense or equ111Emum is 
touched upon. There is a beauty in this 
idea of function because it is rhythmical, 
but I guess that's my subjective idea of 
beauty . 
'I don't think l.fve ever had a course until 
this one that touched lipon my sensitivi-
ties so well, not only in the subject mat-
ter, but in the interaction between peo-
ple as "well. The strugg-le ·to develop a 
group based on an alternative to a formal 
class seemed exhausting, but at least val-
uable as an effort . It makes me wonder 
so much about conditioning, about ex-
pectations, even about pretentions. Most 
of my study was personal, I never felt 
disappointed in the group, because nw 
own sense of wonder was given free 
reign. Field trips were always the most 
meaningful, because outside of a class-
room people become more alive. more 
caring for the rhythms around them, more 
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SANTIAGO DE CHILE (LNS)-
'CUBA IS NOT ALONE' 
lt was writt~n on the wall with a bunch 
of hammers and sickles. 
We vvere in Chile --just off the pl.ahe to 
·see the revolution. A coalition of Social-
ists, Communists and various Populists 
put Salvador Atlende in the Chilean 
White .House. Allende, an open Marxist, 
promises full socialism" by constitutional 
~eans. · 
· , 
'What do you think of that Cuban slogan?' 
I ask our cab driver. 
'I d-on't like it. I like to be frl!e and happy 
and sing a fot. The CQmmunists take a-
way your freedom. In Cuba they don't 
sing anymore.' 
'Well how many Chileans want commun-
ism?' 
'About half, and half want democracy.' 
lt was strange. J~rry Rubin, Phil Ochs 
and I checked into a hotel in downtown Santiago~ but ~e c"ouldn't find the revo-
lution. 
The downtown area,Y~~as exciting-- it ex-
ploded in very busy life. Santiago is 
builj. on the centralized Spanish modeL 
Everything important and powerful hap-
. pens ·in· on_e_ ~rea.._ -All government business, 
theatre and education is conducted here. 
lt goes on_afl around you. _it's hard to 
- - feel this means anything but crowds and 
the multiplication of rush. 
The people are mostly well-dressed and 
fed. There are lotsof little fruit, peanut 
and candy stands on the street. I don't 
see any political slogans on the walls, so 
·I wonder if there is a revolution. This 
could be any prosperous bourgeois city 
in the world. Maybe socialism was some 
- - - ·slogan politicians used to get elected and 
now the deals have been made and it's 
all one big sell out. 
Christian Casanova is an old friend of Al-
lende. We met him on the streets of San· 
· tiago a~d he took us to his office. 
Allende appointed Casanova to a top post 
in the Chilean State Department-- but the 
department is still dominated by old ol i-
garchs of the previous administration. 
Casanova could not even find office space 
in the-regular State Department building 
-so he had to rent a room in a regular of-
fice building. Casanova did government 
business next to the t nternational Corres-
poQ__dence School of Esperanto. 
'Chile ·is not Cuba,' Casanova stated em-
phat;ically. 'We respect Cuba but we have 
our own way. lt is r.eaceful, democratic 
and:,cQnstjtutional. We w~ll hav~ so~ial_i~m. 
. but we will have it according to the law.' 
_ .. Casanova gave us a rap on Chilean history. 
There has been constitutional government 
_ _for fortY"Yea! ·s. The anny stays. out of 
pol.itics. Chile has had previous Popular 
Front governments and much socialist 
law is already on the books. The new go-
vernment is only carrying out the law. 
- 'You must study our history and travel 
throughout o"ur country. Talk to every-
. one both of the left and right . . My young 
:-:- assistant Claudio .will help you make con· 
'I'm fine -· I eat and I shit' 
seizing land by the thousands. The rural 
unemployed come to Santiago, becoming 
urban unemployed. , 
tacts and vou will see there is {I real revo-_ 
. lution going on, but it is according to the 
law. This is the Chilean process.' 'When the Russian workers were ready for 
revolution·- Stalin was ready for them' 'Half of the population of Santiago lives 
on Poblaciones.' * * * 
'Jerry, Jerry, I've been looking for you 
for days. Where have you been?' 
This was how we met Ricardo, a long· 
haired Chilean who spent time in the U.S., 
spoke perfect English, and at one time or 
another had been a member of every left~ 
ist organization. A friend of his spotted 
Jerry at the airport and the word went 
out. They were looking for us while we 
were looking for the revolution. Now, 
with Ricardo driving his father's big Amer-
'End coitus Interruptus' 
'If bureaucracy-is revolution -· I am a 
counter-revolutionary' 
'The Government bureaucrats are trying 
to take our department over -- so we 
have made the occupation and the strike 
against them ·- and the strike is going to 
spread,' proclaims a long-hair who carries 
brass knuckles to fight 'policemen and 
communists.' 
They started under the previous govern· 
ment. Unemployed and poor workers be-
gan to seize unused private lands and 
build shack cities. The Government sent 
in t!"'e 'Mobile _unit' ·- Chile:s toughest 
pol!ce ·- specially trained by . ~he C.I.A. 
. ican car, our m,eeting takes place in the 
streets. 
Afterwards, we go to a party and yet morE 
of the anti-government passion. 
·~ not contr?l. T~e. battles were pitched 
":nd bloody. Sometimes h.ardhat eonstruc-
tlon workers wou Id seize the office bu iid-
ings they were building and move in. The 
people needed housing and would build 
their shacks out of blood if that was the 
only way to get a roof. 
'Look Allende is like your father. Why 
'We are on our way to interview a tabor do you want to meet him?' leader,' I say, 'why don't you come along 
and help ask questions?' 'lt's true they nationalized the copper, but 
'Sure, but I'll tell you this guy is in the 
Communist Party and you can't believe 
what he says.' 
The interview with the C.P.er was very 
formal. He told us 38 per cent of the 
Chilean working class was organized and 
that they all support the Government be-
cause it raised their income, cut down on 
inflation, and nationalized the monopo-
lies. 
we will be dependent economically on 
America or Russia.' 
'The Land Reform Program is based on 
laws passed by conservative governments. 
They are giving the peasants land to own 
privately -- so they are just creating capi-
talists in the countryside.' 
'Every worker just wants a car and a TV 
set, so what's the difference?' 
'The guy wasn't as bad as 1 thought,' com We smoked a Jot of Chilean grass. lt 
mented Ricardo, 'he gave the party line grows plentifully and although it's not but he was likeable.' strong it gt!ts you high. Most people go 
out to the countryside and get it for free. 
Ricardo was really down on the Allende 
Government. He thinks it is eo-opting 
the workers and not building socialism. 
Sounds of Dylan, Cocker and the Stones 
went through my ears and I didn't know 
what to feel or think. I came to Chile-After about a week of going from office for a revolution and these people who to office in the downtown area and being looked and smoked like me said it didn't 
shuffled from bureaucrat to taxicab and exist. Maybe they were right. This was 
I k . f t d perous we the first Chilean home we were in and everyone oo mg a an pros , didn't know what to believe. 
- the people we met, with the exception of 
cabbies and waiters, were all bourgeois. 
'We are having a strike against the bureau· 
cracy in the Philosophy Department,' Ri-
cardo announced, 'why don't you come 
Everything seemed so uptight, middle 
class and ordinary. We felt we were 
drowning in the bourgeoisie. 
to the university and meet some real revo· , 
lutionaries.' * * lt 
The Philosophy Department looked like 
Paris in the midst of the student revolu-
tion. The slogans on the walls were anar-
chistic and had the earmark of French 
wit and intellect. 
'This house has no floors, no heating, no 
electricity, just a lot of people in big 
families.' 
We were on a Poblacion -· communities 
built out of desperation, the hopeless 
'lt's all different now. Our Socialist govern-
ment helps the people.' 
. 
Winston was talking. He is pro·AIIende and 
-a member of the Young Communists. 
'Our government says this land belongs to 
the people and they have to pay the for-
mer owners nothing. Our government is 
building houses with floors with electri-
city; we are building schoa'ls and daycare 
centers. All these people are for our gov-
ernment. Do not be mislead.' 
Winston had a little car and was taking· 
us around from shack to shack. We went 
inside some and drank wine with the peo-
ple and talked lots of politics. 
For the first time the peoples' vote made 
a difference. They elected a government 
which served them. Previous governments 
turned guns on the people -- guns sup-
plied by the gringos. Now the government 
was into free milk and schools. 
I really dug these people of the Poblacion. 
In some way which is both silent and 
loud they sing to Allende ·· like the 
French lumpen sang to Marat ·- for jus· 
tice and dignity. These people like Al-
lende and call him Companero Presidente. 
This is a great character reference. 
Someone told me Allende abolished the 
'Mol:>ile Unit,' and if its members wanted 
to remain on the police force the·t would 
have to participate in the government's 
'Free Milk for Children' program. 
Most of them quit. 
* lt 
* 
We got away from the center -city of San-
tiago -· to the outskirts, to the slums .. 
and discovered a revolution was really 
happening. To get further into the revo· 
lution we went further away from Santia· 
go. We traveled by bus and train through· 
out most of the country, visiting factories, 
hospitals, schools and mines. Our group 
went to the top of the snowy Andes and 
then two miles under the sea in a huge 
coal mine. 
In Lota, a small southern town built a-
round a coal m in~, it was impossible to 
wa)k down a block without being invited 
into.a working class bar for some wine 
and poJitical talk. Allende's picture was 
always on the wall and socialist music on 
the juke box. 
'Do you like our politics, our wine, our 
food, our whole country?; 
The answer was always yes -- and there 
was always more wine. 
to page 15 
The last three months .have ~een the re-
lease of 2 new Frank Zappa albums these 
being a 'live at the Filmore' album, ~nd 
the sound track of the forthcoming movie 
'200 Motels'. Both albums have the basic 
theme of how insane you can get touring 
with a rock and roll band but that's 
about all they have in common so I'll be 
reviewing them separately. This week 
I'll take the live album. 
---------~---------~------------------------'---· 
ahhh .... the new Mothers. 
There was always something about the 
old Mothers, something innately negative 
that could really turn you off it' you were 
trying to be serious about them. That well 
justified attitude that 'they 'held (the few 
times I saw them) of 'You are assholes 
and ignorant ones at that. You don't 
really deserve or understand this but we'll. 
play it for you anyway because maybe 
you'll learn something.' Justified (a lot 
more than % of the people who went to 
see the Mothers, and who are presently 
going to see them today, went for a 
freak ~ho~, but never-the -less. rather self-
defeating m that they turned away many 
. ~·-
Groupies: 'Don't call us groupies! That's 
going too far. We really wouldn't ball 
you just because you're a star.' 
Frank cqmes in to let us know that 'These. 
girls wouldn't let just anyone spew on . 
their vital parts. They want a guy from a 
group with a big hit single in the charts!' 
After this the girls relent and admit that 
what they're looking for js 'A guy from 
a group with a thing in the charts. And 
if his dick is a MONSTER, they will give 
you tl}e ho_t's.l' And so the next combined 
section, 'Bwana Dik' and 'Latex Solar 
Beef' deals with the sado-masochistic atti-
tudes that can arise when the size of one's 
reproductive organ becomes a measure 
of one's social status. 
Angel has sent over what is obvi~usly its 
big production of the season, a complete 
recording of Wagner's 'Die Meistersinger 
van Nurnberg' on five records, conducted 
by Herbert von Karajan with an all-star 
cast and a beautiful illustrated booklet 
that includes notes, biographies, and li-
bretto. What this handsome, expensive 
album does not include is a complete 
picture of what the opera is about. Kara-
jan concentrates here on sound and poe-
try r which the work has in abundance 
but it comes at the expense of drama,' li-
terary subtlety, and comedy. 
Now, Wagner was as great a librettist as 
a composer, a'fact which many overlook, 
and 'Die Meistersinger' proves this deci-
sively. The beauties of the libretto alone 
are endless: The simplicity (deceptive, 
of course) of the story, the magnificent 
evocation of the art of the Mastersinger, 
the struggle of art against the Ph ilistines, 
the timing of the comedy -- one could 
write a full scale critique on it. :rhe 
work_ is autobiographical in some respects; 
certamly the tempering of Walther's 
youthful fire by the wisdom and experi-
ence of the old cobbler Sachs is a strong 
commentary on the career ol any gre~t 
~rtist. and the story goes that Wagner 
originally inten.ded tQ name the pedant 
.he finally called Beckmesser Hans Lick 
I won't go any further than to say that after Eduard Hanslick, his most savage 
Freu~ would ~e ... interested to say ~he .. critic. Put on stage as a straight dramatic 
least m th~ lyncal aspect of these pteces. play, it could easily be called a master-
, · piece; which it is. 
From there we re trea'ted to a short 'Willie 
the Pimp' ~h}ch I feel :o be. qui.te superior Karajan seems to have decided to ignore 
to the stud to Hot Rat~ verston 1f fc;>r no all this in favor of his usual polished or-
other. reason than. the mcreased excttement chestral sound (The Dresden State Orches-
of at1~1e s?l~. Thtstchfanges.rathe.r unefx- tra plays magnificently). Thus, we have pec e y tn o a sor o contmuatton o some moments of great beauty at thee _ 
'What Kind of Girls' called 'Do you like pense of the words. The comic momen~ 
my . . s 
of the honestly interested but more sen-
sitive people who didn't like to be lumped 'What Kind of Girls' called 'Do You Like 
in with everyone else, justifiably or not, My New Car?' The sm~ll talk that takes 
and gav.e !h.~ oth~_rs-exactly what they · place on the motel begms to take on a · 
masoch1st1cally came for, ... to be told how · more ·'down to business' tone and true to 
lame and mindless they were. form; · she '!lives him the'hots' to su~h a 
.,. .· · . . . , degre~_ that he .c.OJTiple~ly freaks out and 
The new ~others ani happier-, .they sound . ' is left totally at her mercy.· And-what- . ~ .. 
it, and the attack has been shifted from does she want, with a fu~l·fledqed pop 
.·the front rows to the backstage. Frank -.J'" st~r at her command, ready to give a~y-
Zappa has either gotten bored or (more thmg_to get wh~t he wants ... ? What 1s 
likely) given up on trying to change his her fondest destre? 
audience. Those that will listen will 
those that won't, their loss. An'vwav, 
there are more interesting things to be 
dealt with backstage, like groupies! · 
Yes! Groupies. 
A good% of the album is dedicated to 
. the subject of the rock and roll 'ladies 
of the evening' starting with tbe Mud-
shark Dancing Lesson. Yes, 'The Mud-
shark,' which askes the musical question 
... 'What if YOU were in a travelling rock 
and roll band (ie. The Vanilla Fudge) 
and you cheqked into the Ed!1ewater Inn 
(which is conveniently built over a bay so 
that you can catch fish out your back win-
dow) with the intent of making some 
unimJe home movies featurin!l... 'a succulent 
young lady' with a 'taste fo~ the bizarre'? 
Could YOU con~ider all the possibilities?? 
As with ali good musical questions, this 
one does not answer itself, it just leaves 
you kind of wondering (primarily about 
the effects of touring on a young man's 
mind) and imploring you to dance the 
Mudshark .... Baby. 
\_ 
Then, without droppin a beat, we're in 
the Filmore. I can even pin point the 
show (definitely Friday night late show 
music.) That endless mediocre blues jam 
that endl~ss, mediocre groups wqukl al-
ways get m to halfway throogh their 
second set. ~ 
The music of 'What Kind of Girls Do You 
Think We Are?' serves as a background 
to an operatic dialogue between groupie 
'I want to hear the big hit record. You 
better sing me the big hit recorti RIG'H'P 
NOW buddy, or you ain't go in' NO--
WH-ERE!' 
What hit record? 
Well, when you've got 3 ex-Turtles in 
your group (Jim Pons, bass; Mark Volman 
and Howard Kaylan, vocals) the only 
likely choice would have to be, but of 
course, 
HAPPY TOGETHER! 
Which never sounded better (and actually 
sounds pretty good). 
The other cuts of note on the album are 
'Lonesome Electric Turkey', featuring 
.ex-Mother Don Preston on the mini-moog, 
which I must confess leaves me rather cold 
(on one of the nights I saw the Mothers, 
from which much of this album was com-
piled, they performed 'Chunga's Re-
venge' with Don Preston as guest soloist 
. and what he achieved with the Moog 
was much more creative than what is 
displayed on this recording), 'Peaches 
and Regalia', which is interesting but 
which I feel nevertheless suffers some-
what .in its live perfprmance, and my 
special favorite of the album (this week 
~t least} 'Little House I Used to Live In' 
which. I like for too many reasons to go 
into here. lt just appeals to me as the 
kind of piece that only Zappa could com-
pose and only the Mothers could do jus-
tice to. lt's a matter of musicianship . 
.:.-· 
· suffer notice~bly; Walther's first attempt 
at joining the Mastersingers is thrillingly 
well done frofll the standpoint of the 
wild, beautiful song, but I didn't even 
hear Beckmesser's chalk marks on the 
slate that are supposed to serve as comic 
counterpoint, and Beckmesser's disas-
trous attempt to sing the prize song in 
Act 3, perhaps the funniest thing in the 
opera, struck me as a long, boring no-
thing. The moments of pomp and circum-
stance, with the inevitable exception of 
the familiar March of the Mastersingers 
suffer similarly. The best example of ' 
this is in the role call of the Mastersingen 
in Act 1; Wagner took great pains to keep 
it from being boring, but Karajan found 
a way anyhow. 
.. Not that this monumental undertaking is 
a total loss. Karajan said that he ·wanted 
young voices for the roles of the young 
lovers, and he got them -- Helen Donath 
is a very good Eva and Rene Kollo is sim-
ply marvelous as Walther. Indeed, when 
Walther sings the prize song at the end, 
the listener is just as enraptured by it as 
the townspeople on stage are supposed to 
be. Geraint Evans does a good job of ham-
ming up Beckmesser. Theo Adam sings 
the crucial role· of Sachs the cobbler; his 
voice seems a bit overly strong for the 
part, ?ut he does well for the ·most part, 
espec~ally when he's spoofing Beckmesser. 
The minor parts seem to be well taken 
and the chorus work is good, although' 
they sound strangely distant in the final 
chorus -· the engineer's fault, perhaps. 
In brief, not a perfect 'Meistersinger', but 
the best one we've got, mainly by default 
-- it's the first stereo studio version ever 
attempted, five years after Lonc!tm put 
out the complete 'Ring' cycle. So it goes. 
by Sol Louis Siege! 
. and pop star which is essentially very 
funny and apparently quite true! After 
everyone gets through with the prelimi-
nary games; 
Star: 'Say you chicks seem real 'far out' 
and 'groovl. Ever been to a HOLIDAY 
INN???' 
by Chris Martinez Musician 
JOHN 
DIANA 
by Grace ;)lick and Paul Kantner 
How do you-feel to shoot down your 
brother now 
& bury us in cages of cement & steel_ 
What do you see when you look at one 
another now -
What do you see tell me how do you feel 
Sing a song for the children that are gone 
Sing a song for Diana 
Huntress of the moon & a lady of the 
Earth 




JOHN SINCLAIR by John lennon 
lt ain't fair, John Sinclair, 
In the stir for breathing air. 
Won't you care for John Sinclair, 
In the stir for breathing air. 
Let him be, let him free, 
lt. 
Let him be like you and me. 
They gave him ten for two, 
What more can the judges do? 
Gotta, gotta, gotta, gotta,gotta, 
Gotta, gotta set him free. 
If he'd been a soldier man, 
Shooting gooks in Vietnam, 
If he was the CIA, 
Selling dope and making hay, 
He'd be free, 
They'd let him be, 
Breathing air like you and me. 
They gave him ten for two, 
What more can Judge Colombo do? 
Gotta, gotta,gotta,gotta, gotta, 
Gotta, gotta set him free. 
Was he jailed for what he done, 
Representing everyone? 
Free John now, if we can, 
from the clutches of the man. 
let him free, I ift the lid, 
Bring him home to his wife and kids. 
They gave him ten for two, 
What more can Colombo, Nixon, Rockefeller, 
Agnew do? 
Gotta,gotta, gotta,gotta, gotta, 
Gotta, gotta set him free. 
. '· ~ .. ~;~{qng liye people;s rock'n'·roll!! 
BERNADINE 
lt's three o'clock in the mornin there's a 
-knockin at my door 
I thought it was the police they came 
three hours before 
I put on the chain and opened up a crack 
This crazy sister smiled at me and I just 
grinned right back · 
Bernadine, sister is that you? 
_Bernadine, sister is that you? 
Come on in and stay awhile 
There is always room for you. 
Frantic FBI look all over up and down 
Try in to catch our sister but she's no-
where to be found 
She ain't out there tremblin and hiding 
. out in fear 
She's livin with the people and it's been 
more than a year · 
Bernadine, sister is that you? 
Bernadine, sister is that you? 
Your picture's in .the post office 
But the people a_re protectin you. 
We're risin up and movin in all different 
ways 
A New Mornin's comin and it's comin in 
-our day · 
We gotta protect our warriors and show 
em how we care 
Separation is doom-and we are everywhere 
Bemadine, sister is that you? 
Sernadine, sister is that you? 
You'll be all right because 
We'll do what we have to do 
The _F.BI are tryin · 
B1,.1t they can't put a stop to you 
Musi~ by.Chuck Berry ('Nadine') 
W~rds~ by John Sinclair for Bernadine 
Dohr~ to be performed by the UP. 
ATTICA STATE, ATTICA STATE 
What a waste of human power, 
What a waste of human lives. 
Shoot the prisoners in the tower, 
Forty-three poor widowed wives. 
Attica State, Attica State, 
We're all mates with Attica State! 
Media blames it on the prisoners, 
But the prisoners did not kill. 
Rockefeller pulled the trigger. 
That is what the people feel. 
chorus 
Free the prisoners, jail the judges! 
Free all prisoners everywhere. 
All they want is truth and justice, 
All they need is love and care. 
chorus 
They all live in suffocation. 
_Let's not watch them die in sorrow. 
Now's the time for revolution 
Give them all a chance to gro~. 
chorus 
Come together, join the movement 
Take a stand for human rights. ' 
Fear and hatred clouds our judgeme'nt, 
Free us all from endless night. 
Attica State, 
We're all mates 
We all live in 
Attica, Attica, Attica State! 
by John Lennon and Yoko Ono 
THE BALLAD OF GEORGE JACKSON 
by Bob Dylan 
I woke up this morning 
There were tears in my bed 
They killed the man I really loved, 
Shot him in the head. 
Lord, lord, they cut 
George Jackson down. 
Lord, lord, they laid 
Him in the ground. 
They sent him off to prison 
For a $70 robbery . 
They closed the door behind him, 
And they threw away the key. 
chorus 
He wouldn't take shit from no one. 
He wouldn't bow down on his knee. 
Authorities they h3ted him 
8ecause he was just too real. 
chorus 
The prison guards they wa-:o:ched him 
And they cursed him frum above. 
They were frightened by his power, 
They were scared of his love. 
chorus 
Sometimes I think this whole 
World is one big prison vard. 
Some of us are prisoners, 
Some of us are guards. 
chorus 
DGt\GON ILCIU 
WHEN THE PRISON. DOORS ARE OPENED/THE REAL DRAGON WILL FLY OUT 
-- Ho Chi Minh 
A Column by dOHN SINCLAIR 
ets" control the schools and the news- contradictions. It wasn't the music all 
papers and the tv networks and all the . alone that made it possible for black 
means by which the people find out any- people to preserve themselves until 
I start · :i out last ·week to write a-
bout rock {-:.: roll imperialism and I've 
been thtnkhg about it all week, but 
there's so 1huch I want to say that I 
never know where to start. Then. it 
occurred to me that maybe alot of 
people don't know what I'm talking a-
bout when I say "imperialis~"--lt's 
a word some pe·ople use all the time 
without bothering to see if anybody 
else understands it, you know, so I 
thought I'd better try to break it down 
before I race. on with this other stuff 
just to make sure everybody knows 
what the deal is. 
Imperialism is an economic (and 
political and cultural) system in which 
one people controls tile economic, po-
litical and/or cultural life of one or 
more other peoples. n is a higher 
stage of capitaiism, a social ,ljystem 
in which the ~ontrol of the life of a 
people is heid by a small minority 
class of 11owners" who have managed 
thing about themselves and the world they could strike for their freedom, 
they live in, as long as the "owners" and it wasn't the music alone which 
can control the information the people made it possible for them to move for 
get,· all the people will be able to know their lib~ ration, but I don't think any-
is the perverted, inhuman, degrading body can deny that black music has 
world-view projected by the imperial- played a powerful role in the life of 
ists. the black colony, nor that it still plays 
But fortunately things don't remain a large role as the b~ack liberat?on 
static--there are always contradictions struggle grows ne~er to its ultunate 
developing everywhere there is life, victory .. 
and things are always changing from The music interacted with other so-
one state of being to another. A con- cial forces--particularly economic 
tradiction is like a conflict on one le- forces like the disintegration of the 
vel or another like the contradiction plantation system in the so~th and the 
between life ~d death: nothing is all growing migration of black ex-slaves 





duct of that people in industrial na-
tions the products of the factories--
the wedding of human labor with ma-
chines--are the basic product of those 
peoples; and in a~- industrial so-
ciety, where advancEd machine tech-
nology extended through the medium c:1. 
electronics does most pf the work af 
human laborers In terms of producing 
the products people need to survive, 
it is services and culture which are the 
major products of post-Industrial peo-
ple. Since people have their basic 
needs taken care of by their cybernetic 
technology they are liberated from the 
necessity of working and slaving at 
agi-icultural and industrial tasks, and 
they are free to create and to partici-
pate in new cultural forms which can 
raise their level of humanity to a 
whole new stage. 
W!1at we are caught in now ts the 
contradiction between the industrial 
age and the post-industrial era--the 
capitalist. barons of industrialism are 
trying to hold onto their system even 
though it's historically obsolete, and 
they want to suppress the forces that 
threaten their rule. At the same time 
to rip off land and other natural wealth, 
usue<.lly by means of force, and who 
kr>cp it and ase it for their ov.-11 r,ain, 
while the r_est of L'le pcoplt· are made 
intc' '-YOrht:i'S ',:vho ha'\·e to seti theil· 
.. they ru.·e engaged in a. different confl!ct 
• with pre- wt:ste·rn peoples all over the 
: world ·.vb.o have been enslaved by in-
S dustrlal imperialism--these peoples lahor to tlk ''owners'~ in t>xchan.ge for 
frx>d1 shC'Uer1 clothing, and every-
thing else they need tosut'Yive. Under 
a capitalist system the "owners" not 
only 9ontrol the wealth (the means of 
production and the products created 
: are J.emanding their own freedom from 
: imperialist control, they arc struggling 
@ to secw·e the right to determine their 
by the labor of the 'Workers) but they 
· al$o -control the educational, . infc~rma-
tion and communicatiofts systems "' 
through which"the people's ideas and : 
attitudes are shaped, so that the whole • 
people comes to think and act the way : ........................................................ iunu•uu .......... un••n••"n•n•n•••n••nnuu .. .. 
the "owners" want and need them to. always in conflict, one rlses while the centers in the north--to help bring a-
, That's pretty simplistic, but I hope other declines and vice versa--like the bout the qecessary conditions for 
it wfil do for th,e purposes of tills rap- song says, if you 're not busy being change. Jn the 1950's thf.s black music 
-if tt's not enough maybe I can spend born you're busy dying, you know what of rebellion intersected other manu-
some more time and space on it some- I mean? mental social (economic) forces--the 
time soon. But my point here is that Anyway, even though the imperial- development of electronic technology 
imperialism is an extension of capi--: ists try to keep everything under con- and the emergence of a new class of 
talism, so that the capitalist "owner- trol so they can exploit people better, people, the post-war youth natives who 
ship" or ruling class controls not only there always seems to be a force or a were born into this new electronic 
the rest of the people of its own cui- combination of forces working against world-~-to produce a new cultural force: 
ture but other whole peoples as well, that control, trying to break free into rock and roll music! 
with the wealth of whole nations going a better world where people can exer- Rock and roll in its turn gave voice 
not to the people who produce that ·else control over themselves and their to the rebellious feelings of the youth 
wealth bu.t to the "owners" who have own destinies instead of having a litt).e natives, who felt that they were en-
ripped off the land and resources et bunch of chumps run their lives for trapped in a hostUe system which want-
those peoples. You dig? So that the them. This force or these forces are ed to keep them slaves to the economic 
Rockefellers,. say, "own" whole coun- in tm final analysis a production of the and cultural dictates of the same Euro-
trtes in Latin America, Africa,. and contradiction between life (self-deter- Aro.erikan ruling class which had ex-
.Asia, as well as huge holdings in their mination) and death (total control), and plaited and oppressed black people for 
native country (the U. s. of A.), and on another level the product of more 400 years. Rock and roll didn't just 
if they don't "own" all of these coun- immediate contradictions, like the con- spring up out of nowhere--it was the 
tries themselves, well, they get to- tradlction between repression and re- product of very specific socio-econo-
gether with their cousins and class- pellion, or the contradiction between mic contradictions, and it reflects all 
mates and cohorts and stake out nareas low energy and high energy forms. of those contradictions just as any 
of interest" for themselves, with the For example, the repression of other cultural form does. Mostly, 
end res~t being that an interlocking black people who were brought over though, it reflects the contradiction 
cartel of capitalists (disguising them- here by the Euro-Amerikan capitalists between the low-energy control forms 
selves as corporations like Standard to work their land as slaves produced of Euro-Amerika, and the high-energy 
011, IT&T, RCA, General Electric, what we know as black music, particu- life form of the post-western youth 
etc.) controls vast areas of the globe larly the blues, which was at "first a natives--the powerful surge of new 
and all the people who live in those means of expressing the slaves' agony life that says people can finally be free 
places. and pain under their inhuman captivity- from want and need, people don't have 
Ithink I talked about this a little bit -a means of expressing and preserving to be machines, people don't have to 
a couple weeks ago when I was talking their humanity under the most inhuman repress their feelings and their human-
about Vietnam--the way the Euro-Amer·conditions ever known to men and wo- ity any more because we can all be 
ikan imperialists want to turn the whole men on earth--and which then came to ~ 
world into one big shopping center' the be a source of great inspiration and 
way they spread their decadent culture strength to the slaves and their descend- Rock and roll serves the same tunc-
everywhere they can, trying to turn all ants as they began to struggle for their tion for post-western young people as 
the people on the planet Into super con- freedom. 1t helped them preserve the blues and other forms of black mus-
sumers who will gladly give up their their human dignity, it strengthened le have done for black people--it 
time and energy (l.abor) In exchange for :hei.l- sense of peoplehood, it carried gives expression to our feelings of re-
. ridiculous shlt like electric toothbrush- their hopes and dreams cl.. freedom from bellion, it gives us a strong sense or 
es and girdles and tin-can cars that fall one plantation to the next, from gener- peoplehood, it carries our hopes and 
apart in three years so you have .to buy ation to generation, keeping alive the dreams f1 freedom In a whole New 
a new one. Not only their labor, but seeds of liberation while the historlc.al World--and more than that, it is also 
their humanity itself is drained out of . forces which had made and kept them our basic ~oduct as a people. In an 
them in exchange for these dehuman~ enslaved began to change through the agricultur society the crops pro-
in~ products, and _as long as ~e "own- inevitable development cl their internal duced off the land are the basic pr~ 
own destinies without Euro-Amerikan 
interference, and their rebellion in-
creases the pressure on the Euro-
Amerikan ruling class which is having 
a hard enough time at home to begin 
with. The imperialists started taking 
over and exploiting other peoples be-
cause they couldn't hold their own op-
pressed classes down any more and 
still increase their prqfit!=J, so when 
they're faced with reb_,ellion both within 
and without the mother country they're 
in big .trouble coming and going. The 
rebellions outside of the mother coun-
. try (Amerika) make it even more im-
portant for the ruling class to put down 
their internal rebellions, but that gets 
harder and harder to do as the spirit 
of the oppressed people grows and 
grows in direct proportion to the growth 
and development of the contradictions 
in the capitalist-imperialist system. 
- I know this is all pretty stiff and 
maybe it's hard to understand at first, 
but it's really important for us to un-
derstand what's happening in the world 
and why it's happening, especially as 
it relates to our own situation here In 
the rainbow colony of Babylon USA. 
The vultures and vampires who run 
this country, and who try to run the ,.. 
rest of the world, want us to think that 
all oi this is beyond our comprehen-
sion, and that if we just listen to them 
and follow their orders everything wlll 
be all right. Well, we can see for our .. 
selves that things aren't right !t!!h. 
but unless we understand why they 
aren't right and what these vampires 
are doing to us, we won't be able to 
move the right way to win our freedom 
from their madness. Can you dig that? 
I hope you can bear with me through 
this stuff until I can get to the easier 
part again, which should be about half-
way through next week's little lnstall-
ment, 00:? lt's as hard on me trying 
to get this shit down as it is on people 
trying to read it, you know what J mean'?' 
But it's gotta be done, and Pll keep 
trying as long as I can stand it. Mean-
while, I think I better turn on the radio 
and see If I can pick up some killer 
rock and roll music so I can remember 
what this ls all about. Long Live Rock 
and Roll! Rainbow Power to the People 




IS IS DD ere 
Yoko Ono's one woman show at the 
Everson Museum, in Syr·acuse, wasn't 
anything I expected. r·was prepared for 
ink drawings and lithographs; like the 
on.es that were banned in parts of 
Amerika. Aft.er poor reviews in the N.Y. 
Times, I tried entering with ·an objective 
mind .. Y.oko's .show was conceptual art, 
or the ~heory that naif of art is what the 
vie~~r thinks '_it _is;. ~n.d t~_Qth.er. ~.a If 
what,_the. vi9Wer MAKtS rt. I had m1xed 
feelings. · Was she serious or playing an 
enormous joke on~the public?. I think 
Yo~o ~f!fa.s sincere . . 1 think she expected ~ab!ishment newspapers to put down 
. her show. Many people in the world are 
not ready for conceptual art. · 
The first floor and basement were free. 
You walked in and a mock N.Y. Times 
newspaper by John and Voko was 
. dis~ributed. Titled--THIS IS NOT HERE. 
:When Yoko· lived in a loft in downtown 
--N.)'._ th~r~ was a h'uge ugly closet in it .. 
Instead of brooding about its siz~ she · 
simply stuck a sign on it 'this is not here' 
and forgot about the existance of the 
closet, 
I can only talk about what I remember 
about the exhibit. What really sticks in 
rriy mind is that John and Yoko are STILL 
into a flower child peace thing. 1 find 
this a~azing nowadays. The exhibit and 
films reflected . this. 
One. of the first things I came upon 
w~s <1 small waterbed with a skylight 
· iill.ovr; _it. A sign nearby read: I ie down 
a!!d n' st until a cloud passes from left to 
right. Walking further down the corridor 
)'DU er me to a huge plate glass window. 
A .sign read: Pain~ing to let the sun shine containing your typical commercial shit. 
throughJ by Yoko Ono. Then 1 entered Yoko's books and albums, jewelry, posters 
a ro6i'TfV.:i_th 20 or.~o s~all gilt frames, and t-shirts. This was the downfall of the 
. . exhibit': lt was quite helpful also. Admis· 
inside .. ea~h one was .i tiny white square . siof(tb 'the second 'fioor ·was $"1, your 
, - of paper;· Under each frame were long, hand was stamped with a green bear paw. 
complicated dictionary definitions Green ink pads and stampers were for explain~ng ~ha~ each picture represented sale; Wf! opened the ink pads--stamped 
. 'FOG 1/20,000 (fog) [prob.for Dan. our hand~ and went upstairs for free. 
fog, spray, shower, driving snowJ 1.Fine The first room contained typical ho~e 
particles of water suspended in the air at hold items. You were supposed to pick 
or near tbe earth and obscurring vision. up everything in the room. Logs, refriger-
Fog differs from cloud only in being neare' , ators, cement bags--all weightless. They 
the earth. 2. Any miJrky condition of the were made of pastic. The authenticity in 
atmosphere, or the substance causing such appearance was amazing. There were 
conditions.' 
· coats, strawhats, pillows--all invisibly 
Others were cloud, smoke, milk, cotton weighted with sand. lt is a shock to un· 
fr· the ce~;~ter. of the room was a larger expectedly grab a 20 pound pillow. 
·f ·-"' · h · ·t .. The corridor leading into the water· ramf;l 1Nit b.acL :enth-3r stretched inside. P.. sigi r%d 1/40GJ,O~O of Mona Lisa's • exhibit contained 5 huge clay flower pots. A sign r~ad: 'Imagine the floweres'. The m91e~ The re;:t of the r .: ilm was bare. h' Man\' (;:.:hibits were ruin,o::-d because crowds water ex .. :bi2, the largest, was collected by h.~d ripoed off things. John and Y.:)ko by asking friends for 
Sc--"l:thingr. were glued down .or en· · contributions. All containing or having d · 1 Th 
· 'irimething to do with wate'r, Dylan and case .1: g ass. ere w:o.s a gift shop The Mothers were among some ot'the ·cant· 
ributors. Almost everyth'lrig had been . 
reined by previous audiences. 
FLY-by Yol<o Ono 1968 'Flies 
walking on a woman's body from head to 
toe and the fly flies out of the window.' 
The sound track was Yoko's high pitched 
voice wailing, buzzing and screaming. She 
reafly achieved her affect of making one 
uncomfortable ansJ nervous with the 
soundtrack. Yoko said the modei--Virginia 
Lust--symbolized all women. The fly was 
eontinually fu"cks over women and they 
have not done anything to stop it. The 
film was made by having a man collect 
flies in N.Y.C. They paid him.2!J mch 
fly. There were eight different models 
who tried for the part. They were either 
ticklish or· the flies would not walk on 
their bodies. Manv were used because 
the flies were drugged so they wouldn't 
fly and they died quickly. 
ERECTION by Yoko Ono and John 
Lennon. lt is the viewing of the erection 
of a large hotel/apartment building. lt 
was made by piecing together still photos 
of the building in various stages of 
contruction. All photos were taken at 
sunset. One also experienced the change 
of seasons and the change from a structure 
of beauty to a completed ugly building. 
Somethings are better left unfinished. 
In order to experience the next exhibit 
you were asked to put on a gas mask with 
the eye holes covered in order to omit 
your sense of vision. You walked through 
a room, with objects in it. Electronic UP YOUR LEGS FOREVER by Yoko 
tapes played. In the basement was a Ono 1967. 'The camera work of the film 
plexiglass maze. A toilet was in the cen.ter, should constan_tly go up, up, up, nonstop. 
surrounded with a two way mirror. You Colfect 367 pa1rs of legs and just go up 
were to sit on it·and think and watch the the legs (from toes to the end of the 
people outside. There were bathroom stall~ thighs) pair after pair and go on up until 
that had signs that told you to think o'f you run through the whole 367.' 
something measure your thought with The sound track was the people who 
thread and a ruler, when you were done y.'er~ donating their legs for the film, walk-
you were asked tu cut the thread and put 1ng In and saying their names. lt was very 
it in a jar. boring after half an hour. The film ran 
At night the museum showed their about an hour. 
films. t saw five one night. All in all I enjoyed the show very much. 
I like. the idea of conceptual art~ The 
masses can understand it and anyone can 
relate to it. Conceptual art is also alot 
Gl VE PEACE A CHANCE- John and 
Yoko in bed watching news men, Al Capp, 
and fans interview them. AI Capp is a 
rude, funny man .. 
INSTANT KARMA··a recording -session 
and the pair ridi~g around in their white 
Rolls Royce. 
ot fun. I think more shows like Yoko by 
other people will begin to take the 
elitism out of art. Everyone is an artis_t. 
Yoko's show will be at the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York soon. 
Joy Merrill 
reflects 
HOW DO WE GET WHERE WE'RE 
GOING? 
And now presenting, tor the first time 
ever in a campus newspaper, a 'Special 
to the Times' article showing how another 
liberal's hoedown tills the ground for a 
greater latitude in which the liberal can 
operate. 
Today's Special: THE PROBLEMS OF 
TODAY; THE CAMPUS VIEWPOINT. 
Problems in Our World is no longer an is-
sue on campuses today. But can we ima-
gine how things would be if there were 
no problems at all? No longer would there 
be any debates on problems, nor any con-
1 cern for the existence of potential prob· 
lems. The Problem as we know it ·· 
world problem, war problem, civil prob-
lem, money problem, total problem, ANY 
problem ·· would be dead. Everyone 
would be happy, and everyone would a-
gree that they are happy. Agreement 
would become so integrated into society 
that the simple action of Agreeing would 
lose its small yet significant pos1tion on 
the Controversy Scale. People would 
only have to smile. Without any problems 
nothing would have to be said. No govern· 
ment would be needed; we would all a-
gree. (i.e., here I am one step ahead of 
Orwell. .. or ... are we that much influenced 
by those Christians, Plastic John and his 
Lennon Sisters?) 
One way to reach the utopia is to organize 
religion. Yes, when it comes to civil 
strife of any kind, one can do no better 
than hit the Totalitarian Bottle at night 
and strive for complete unity the next 
day: unity of mind, spirit, ideas and, 
above all, skin. Not skin COLOR, but of 
skin. The skin of the human race must 
be sewed. We must gather to form a 
block of flesh. We must agree to do 1he 
same things at the same time, think alike 
and look exactly the same. The human 
race must unite into one massive organism, 
one monstrous Proportio[1 proportinQ 
nothing but its own salvation an,d survival: 
Brethren, let us strive for the Unity of 
One Skin . 
The proposition of sewing skin together 
is admittedly a difficult one to conceive, 
let alone to do. But Man in his own ama· 
teurish, seemingly directionless way has 
neverth_eless made some progress toward 
this goal. The progress in Technology 
in the Western World has served as man's 
hope toward achieving this extraordinary 
degree of unity. 
Television is the invention of Technology 
devised to entertain man electronically 
when man has weakened in his ability to 
generate pleasure or 'good times' on his 
own. Television can serve as the begin· 
ning in achieving unity among men. 
Television can do everything for the 
viewer. He can become so detached from 
everything around him that not even the 
most alarming distraction could bother 
the viewer. Masses of people could be 
sewed toge,ther while watching television. 
People could gather in a large living room 
·- a party, for example: 
'Hey, what happened to the party, Jim?' 
'Th~v all left together. And were they 
together!' · 
In all due re$pect to this responsible news-
p~pet of th~ human community, it is only · 
fa1r to admit that the theory is probably 
too far fetched at this point to accom-
plish such an achievement overnight. But 
as long as there are still problems in our 
world today the invention of Television 
and ~the~ drugs in western civilization is, 
at th1s pomt, commendable toward mo- · 
dern man's striving for peace, tranq.uility, 
·and ·· above all -· unity. 
Kevan Lofchie 
leaving after the mine was nationalized J.J. becoming his official bodyguards. th~y piled up wast products in a way that from page 10 
We w~nt toValdivia, a city with many la~es rn :he so~:~th _of Chile. lt's a place 
With a b1g German population. 
rurned ~art ~f the mine. Now the workers We don't agree with everythin AUend are pu.ttmg rn a day of voluntary free labor. does,' .spoke the MI R leader, • .;e think e . 
'I really like the Americans,' declares a 
The Soconave Company in Valdivia has· ?~en taken over by its workers. Lately 
1t s ~een having financial problems and 
p~ymg low wages -- so the workers occu· 
pled the plant and proclaimed it tornado 
Tornado means taken. 
· 
· · Chilean who works in the management 
of the_ m in~. 'They were good peopte 
here and I hated to see them go, but they 
shouldn't have done this bad thing to our 
"':'omado is happening all over Chile. Tex· 
. trle factories, banks, movie theatres, 
fa~ms, and soda companies. You see the 
word in the headlines every day. lt is a 
popular sport to guess what is being taken 
. over to.day. · 
Wh~n a business is .tomado th~ workers form _a temporary committee which in· forms the government of its action. The . 
government appoints an intervenor who joins with the workers in the management 
of the nationalized firm. 
The. workers of Soconave have just taken 
over and the government person has yet 
to arrive. In the meantime, no work is 
being done and the workers sit around 
and. pitch horseshoes. · 
'We share what we have in the communal kitchen.' 
· · · 
'If the Capitalists try to make a ~cuplike · 
they did in Bolivia, we will fight them.' 
'Do you think Angela Davis will get her 
freedom?' 
Everybody in Chile knows about Angela. 
The hard political work of the Commun· !.st Party has made her case a permanent 
topic of conversation. _ . 
We heard rumors that a few government 
economists were -uptight about some of 
the tornados. 
; .. ' £ ~ . 
·:Tfl~y say some of these enterprises ar~ 
· bankrupt and the government should not 
··get stuck with _keeping them alive. But 
the workin_g .c!ass m9111entum is irreversi-
ble and a Companero Presidente is not 
going to send troops in to protect pri-
vate property. 
' ~· 
One night at two in the morning we · . 
climbed ten thousand steps and entered 
one of the biggest underground coal 
mines in the world. 
We-were with Victor Jara, a sort of Chi I· 
ean Pete Seeger. Phil and Victor had sung 
for the workers earlier in the evening. 
Now, along with Jerry, we were all wear-
ing miners hats and walking endless sub-
terranean miles. 
We had our first meeting with a volunteer 
work brigade. All over Chile thousands 
of students and workers are putting in 
f.ree time. There are about a hundred stu-
dents frorr the Technical University of 
Santiago working in the mine. 
· 'I'd like some nationalized copper to take 
home to the states,' asked Jerry. 
'See, you are all like the g-ringos .. you 
want ~o take our copper,' replies a volun-
teer worker. 
'I will hold the copper up at meetings 
where I speak as an example of Socialism, 
says Jerry. 
· 
'lt would be better to throw it at a cop,' · 
replies the worker. · 
We are all laughing real comrad-e-.like. 
'Why do you do volunteer work?' 
'To set an example. We are trying to cre-




Th~ workers at Chuqi were well paid by' 
Chilean standards, sort of labor aristo-
crats. In the elections they voted against 
Allende. But what the Americans did 
was too much, so they work with the 
government to save the mine their former 
bosses sought to destroy. 
'You. know, those anarchists should go to 
the slums more,' Ricardo said over a 
sandwich. 
We we_re sitting at a cafe acr~ss the stre~t 
from the Philosophy department, where 
the anarchist strike was sti.ll going on. 
,· 
'They are only interested in themselves,' 
Ricar~o went on. 'They don't like the 
workers, sometimes they even make fun 
of the.m. it's foolish to call yourself an 
anarchist when the workers are all social· 
ists. I'm thinking of joining M.I.R.' 
Th~ more we,travelled around Chile, the 
mqre} came to feel that this was a real 
revolution. I saw many things which 
were reactionary, like the fact that men 
were behjnd important desks and women 
tended to be their secretaries: But the 
revolution was not just a campaign slogan. 
All over Chile the prison house of imperi· 
alism and private property was breaking 
down. Workers and farmers were seizing 
land and factories, and the idea of volun-
teer work was eating away at the shit of 
money. 
· 
The anarchist strike never spread, and 
af~r a montn it was settled on terms 
everyo'ne found acceptable. For a month, 
the black flag of anarchy flew over the 
Philosophy building and no police, bu-
reaucrats or. Communists tore it down. 
There aren't many anarchists in Chile, and 
most of them live in the cen.ter·city and 
pretend it's P_ans. l!_'s very easy to forget 
the proletariat exists. when you never see it. 
. 
lt is especially easy for North Americans. 
* · * 
'We were surprised Allende could bee-
lected,' declared the MI Rista, 'we were 
surprised he was allowed to take office 
and finally we were surprised he has la;. 
ted nine months. ' 
The M.I.R. (Movement of the Revolu· 
tionary Left} are the Tupamaros of Chile. 
Before Allende won, they used to hold 
up banks afld supermarkets and distribute 
money and food to the poor. They · 
thought the Communists and Socialists 
were was"tir:'g their time in electoral poli-
tics, but when the last election came they 
suspended their military activities. They 
didn't want to be accused of hurting the 
traditional left in the voting booth. 
'lt was ironical. We thought Allende was 
wrong to keep running for President --
this was his fourth campaign. And then 
we wound up as his bodyguard when he 
got elected . ' 
This was a mindblower. Before the elec- . 
tjon the M I R was undergr~und and . many 
of its pimple were in jail. Alfende par-· 
doned them all and the MlRistas moved 
into the President's house with loaded 
guns. 
~met1mes he moves ,too slow and is too 
mfluenced by the Communists, but he has 
done more than we thought possible with-
out a ~ilitarv coup. Most of the North 
A!f1encan enterprises have been seized 
Wl.thout cQmpensation. We must nation-
alize these industries to have profits and 
surplus to develop our country. We must 
confront imperialism.' 
'Do you think there will be a military 
coup?' we asked . 
'Y~s, it is inevitable. Everybody thinks ~JS_, ~~en ~he Commu11jstu..t:s just a 
matter of tame. We are heaoeo for· an 
economic crisis. Allende has raised the 
workers' wages. but the landlords and 
capitalists are sabotaging production by 
not reinvesting. So we are headed fQr 
shortages. 
'The Communists want to go slow and 
try not to antagonize the military, but we 
say the pace of socialism must be quick-
~7d, a~d the masses organized and mo-
bilized 1f we a;e to defeat the military. 
The Commumsts tell us to be patient. 
But we say if we are patient -- if we wait 
t?o_l?ng ·- we ~ay find ourselv~s . bijcl{ ~ 
m Jail. If there IS an economic crisis and 
the workers are not prepared, we will 
see the counter-revolution triumph.' 
'Are you trying to mobilize the workers 
now?' 
''vesf the workers, the lumpen, the farm· 
ers. Our strength is growing because 
many times the people are impatient .. 
they want land, housing and factories 
ta~en over. We organize the people to 
se1ze what they need to survive. We 
think the government is paternal and that 
workers should not wait for a government 
directive, but should take things over 
and the~ tell the. government about it. 
'These acti~ities we engage in teach the 
people to think and act for themselves. 
But make no mistake ·· we defend Allende 
against the right wing and we realize his 
electoral victory has given us tremendous 
opportunities to organize that we would 
not have had otherwise. 
I saw the M I R on parade once at a tuner· 
march for one of -their leaders, Luciano ' 
Cruz, who died accidentally. They 
marched 25,000 strong, students, peas-
ants and workers. 
Luciano! Guevara I 
El pueblo se preparal 
The people are ready I 
Luciano presento I 
Hasta la Vict~ria Siemprel 
Forward Unto Victoryf 
The MI R is young and their eyes sparkle 
of Che,, Fidel and Lenin~ Reality ha~ 
moved rn ways they did not expect. But 
they are flexible and matured. I think 
they are Nixon's nightmare. 
The Chilean Government and people are 
taking over a billion dollars of American 
property. 
Many Chileans believe Allende would 
never have been allowed to take p'ower 
if the U.S. military was not tied down in 
lndochina. No Chileans believe the CIA 
will allow even Constitutional communism 
to evolve in its happy way. 
Th? right wing still has a lot of power in 
Ch\\e. More than half the press is against 
Allende and the Momios (mummies .. 
.it's :the .Chilean word for pig) still_have 
power 1n the government bureaucracy the-
police and the army. ' 
Maybe the right wing and the CIA will suc-
_ceed in making Allende move to the right. 
The conservative Communist party is al-
ways telling him to go slow. The MlR has 
declared that if Allende compromises 
the revolution, they will pick up the gun. 
Allende has a majority and his regime is 
very popular in all the Andean countries. If tb_e army moves.._1hey may topple Al-Ienae, but they might well precipitate 
peoples' war throughout the continent. 
Che's vision of turning the Andes into 
the Sierra Maestra might come true. 
lo Chuqiqamada, the biggest open-air cop-
per mine in the world, a crime has taken 
place. When the American managers were 
Allende could not_ trust the conservative 
army or police, and neither the Commu· 
nists nor the Socialists had a military 
cadre. So it fell to the MI R to become 
part of the Chilean secret service. lt 
would be !ike Dave Dellinger getting e-
lected president and the Weather under-~?_und, inclucjiflg ~emad~ne, ~ar.k and JA_CK_ CASSIDY OF H.OT T{,JNA 
